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The decision to bury high level nuclear wastes in deep geological formations
led to the study of the Hanford Nuclear Reservation as one of three possible sites for
the first nuclear waste repository in the United States. To adequately evaluate the
environmental impact of siting nuclear waste repositories in basalt aquicludes, it is
essential to know the effects on parameter identification algorithms of thermal
gradients that exist in these basaltic aquicludes. Temperatures of approximately 60° C
and pressures of approximately 150 atms can be expected at potential repository sites
located at depths of approximately 1000m.
The phenomenon of over-recovery has been observed in some pumping tests
conducted at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation. This over-recovery phenomenon may
possibly be due to variations in the fluid density caused by thermal gradients. To
asses the potential effects of these thermal gradients on indirect parameter
identification algorithms, a systematic scaling of the governing field equations is
required in order to obtain dimensionless equations based on the principle ofsimilarity. The constitutive relationships for the specific weight of the fluid and for
the porosity of the aquiclude are assumed to be exponentially dependent on the
pressure gradient. The dynamic pressure is converted tothe piezometric head and the
flow equation for the piezometric head is then scaled in radial coordinates. Order-of-
magnitude estimates are made for all variables in unsteady flow for a typical well test
in a basaltic aquiclude. Retaining all nonlinear terms, the parametric dependencyof
the flow equation on the classical dimensionless thermal and hydraulic parametersis
demonstrated. These classical parameters include the Batchelor, Fourier, Froude ,
Grashof, and Reynolds Numbers associated with thermal flows. The flow equationis
linearized from order-of-magnitude estimates based on these classical parametersfor
application in the parameter identification algorithm.
Two numerical solutions are presented which predict hydraulic head given a
continuous set of flow parameters. The first solution uses a totally numerical finite
difference scheme while the second combines an analytical solution with a numerical
solution. A radial coordinate system is utilized for describing an anisotropic confined
aquifer.
The classical inverse parameter identification problem is solved using an
indirect method. This method is based on the minimization of a objective function or
error criterion consisting of three parts: 1) least-squares errorof head residuals; 2)
prior information of flow parameters; and 3) regularization. An adjoint equation is
incorporated into the method to eliminate the need to differentiate the heads with
respect to the parameters being identified, increasing thestability of the algorithm.
Verification of the parameter identification algorithm utilizes both "synthetic",computed generated input data and field data from a well test for a confined aquifer
within the Columbia Plateau near Stanfield, Oregon. The method used is found to
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Hanford Nuclear Reservation is located in the Pasco Basin adjacent to the
Columbia River in the state of Washington,USA (see Figure 1.1). The Hanford site
is in the Columbia Plateau, a 5000 meter thick sequence of strata consisting of
approximately 50 basalt-lava flows deposited millions of years ago during Miocene
time (see Figure 1.2). The Cohassett flow is located approximately 900 meters below
the surface and is the candidate horizon for the Controlled Area Study Zone (CASZ)
(U.S. Department of Energy, 1986).
Groundwater flow through the repository is assumed to be the principal path
way for carrying nuclear wastes to the accessible environment. Therequirement that
groundwater within the repository travel a distance less than 5 kilometers during a
10,000 year period is one of the criteria for siting a high-level nuclear waste
repository (U.S. Department of Energy, 1986). Accurate estimates of the parameters
controlling groundwater flow are critical to modeling travel times with a high degree
of confidence when using a 10,000 year time scale.
1.1 OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY
The objectives of this research are three-fold.First, a preliminary evaluation
of the effects of pressure and temperature on piezometric head measurements will be
determined. This is accomplished by scaling the governing field equations in order to
obtain dimensionless equations based on the principle of similarity. Secondly, anOKANOGAN
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Figure 1.1 Reference Repository Location at the Hanford Site, Southeastern
Washington State (U.S. Department of Energy, 1986).FEET METERS
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efficient finite difference numerical method is radial coordinates is developed to
predict piezometric head values given a continuous set of flow parameters. Third, an
algorithm is developed which estimates the distributed parameters governing
groundwater flow, given field well test data. This is the classical "inverse" problem in
hydrogeology. The parameter identification algorithm used must be stable and
produce a unique solution. The following sections describe the hydrogeology of the
basalt flow layers at Hanford and the issues related to inverse parameter identification
in aquifer hydrology.
1.2 HYDROLGEOLOGY OF HANFORD
The hydrogeology at the Hanford site may be characterized by extremely small
hydraulic gradients across the study zone [ 0(104)]; by very low conductivity
values for the flow interiors; by static head values which vary with tides, river stage
and seasonal irrigation; and by deep aquifers under extreme pressures and
temperatures. Each of the basalt flow layers within the Columbia Plateau consist of
three distinct horizontal regions that were formed during the cooling process as shown
in Figure 1.3:1) a flow top; 2) a flow interior; and 3) a flow bottom. Preliminary
estimates at Hanford for the flow top regions indicate an average hydraulic
conductivity on the order of 104° to 104 m /s; while the flow interiors have an average
hydraulic conductivity on the order of 1043 to 1012 m/s (U.S. Department of Energy,
1988b). As a point of reference, the lower limit of hydraulic conductivity where
diffusion begins to dominate fluid movement is considered to be 10-8 m/s (U.S.FLOW
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Figure 1.3 Cross-Section of Basalt Flow Layer (U.S. Department of Energy, 1986)
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Department of Energy, 1988a). Conductivity values within the Columbia River
Basalts are known to vary over several orders of magnitude. One possible
explanation for this variability may be due to the infilling of the cooling joints by
clays, silica, and zeolite (U.S. Department of Energy, 1988a). Storativity valuesfor
the flow tops are anticipated to vary between 10' to 10'. Theseorder-of-magnitude
estimates are based on the results from four multiple-well tests conducted within the
CASZ (U.S. Department of Energy, 1988b). These conductivity andstorativity
values are only initial estimates. Large-scale hydraulic stress tests are planned as part
of a future site characterization program. Should congress authorize additional study
of the Hanford site, these tests would be used to better define flow parameters within
the region.
The flow layers selected for study at the Reference Repository Location (RRL)
at the Hanford site are located at depths greater than 1000 m with pressures up to150
atms and with temperatures up to 60°C (Lu et al., 1987). Theeffects of variations in
fluid density on measured head values due to temperature gradients are not usually
considered in hydrogeologic investigations. However, failure to properly account for
changes in fluid density due to temperature and pressure may lead to small errors in
head measurements. Over-recovery has been observed during pumping tests in deep
formations at the Hanford site (Strait and Spane, 1982). Over-recovery produces
water levels at the end of the well test that are higher thantheir initial values. This
phenomenon may be a result of fluid density variation due to thermal gradients.
Temperature variations within the CASZ has been observed to increase withdepth7
from 15°C to 60°C (Lu et al., 1987).
1.3 PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHMS
During the past 25 years, a number of algorithms have been developed to
solve the classical inverse problem for groundwater flow. Yeh (1986) and Willis and
Yeh (1987) have reviewed these algorithms in detail. Neuman (1973) has proposed
classifying parameter identification algorithms as either direct or indirect.
The direct algorithm is a non-iterative technique where the parameters are
unknowns and the head values are knowns. Since piezometric head measurements are
usually available only at a few specified locations in the field, some means of inter-
polation must be used to estimate heads at other spatial locations resulting in
interpolation errors. The results obtained by the direct algorithm also seem to be
correlated to the grid size used (Willis and Yeh, 1987).
The indirect algorithm uses an iterative technique to minimize an objective
function. The least squares error between the measured and estimated heads provides
the basis for many objective functions (Neuman, 1980; Cooley, 1982; Sun and Yeh,
1985; Carrera and Neuman, 1986a,b,c). Additional penalty terms may be added to
the least squares error resulting in a multiple objective function. The least squares
criterion is capable of filtering out some of the measurement errors inherent in field
data. However, this term alone is not enough to guarantee a unique set of parameters
(Carrera and Neuman, 1986a). A unique set may be computed by the addition of a
prior data penalty term to the objective function.8
The inverse parameter identification problem may be conceptualized as
follows:
Given the functional relationship
h(r,t) = For [II(r)]
where h(r,t) is the hydraulic head; r and t are space and time, respectively; and II(r)
are spatially varying parameters that control the groundwaterflow: identify II(r) using
only values of head according to
II(r) = Inv [h(r,t)] (1.2)
Carrera and Neuman (1986b) identify (1.1) as a "forward relationship" and (1.2) as
an "inverse relationship." This inverse problem is well-posed in the senseof
Hadamard (1932) if:
1) For every value of head data h(r,t), there is one and only one
solution for the parameters II(r), and
2) The parameters II(r) depend continuously on the head data h(r,t)
(John, 1970; Guenther and Lee, 1988).
The first condition insures that the parameters are identifiable and unique.
Identifiability is not achieved in the forward relationship if different sets of flow
parameters result in the same head distribution. Uniqueness is not obtained in the in-
verse relationship when different head distributions produce the same setof flow
parameters. This distinction is important since an indirect parameter identification
algorithm may produce an identifiable solution that is non-unique (Carrera and9
Neuman, 1986b).
The second condition insures that the values of the parameters are stable. The
parameter values are unstable if small errors in the head data result in large errors in
the parameter values. Two types of errors are known to cause instability:1)
modeling and interpolation errors, and 2) measurement errors (Neuman and
Yakowitz, 1979). Analyses of the sensitivity coefficients indicate that errors in the
head data contribute the most to instability. The sensitivity coefficients are defined as
the change in head with respect to the change in the parameters being identified.
Values of sensitivity coefficients that are nearly zero indicate for the inverse
relationship that a small change in measured head (i.e. measurement error) may result
in a large change in the parameter values (Yakowitz and Duckstein, 1980). The
approach taken in this study to address each of these requirements is described in the
following sections.
1.3.1 Identifiability
Sufficient values of measured head data are assumed to be available so that a
measurable head gradient exists between any two spatial locations within the flow
region during at least some finite period of time during the duration of the test
(Carrera and Neuman, 1986b).It is not always possible to satisfy this assumption on
the boundary of the flow region; and thus the identifiability of the flow parameters at
the boundary cannot always be guaranteed. Dimensionality may be reduced by
estimating the "true" parameter distribution with functions having a finite number of10
coefficients (Carrera and Neuman, 1986b).
1.3.2 Uniqueness
Unique parameter values result from the indirect method when prior data are
included in the error criterion (Neuman,1973). Neuman et. al (1980), Guenther, et
al. (1985), Carrera and Neuman (1986b,c) and Gerlach and Guenther (1987)
demonstrate the use of prior data.Prior data are parameter values that have been
"measured" or estimated at specific locations within the flow domain. Prior data may
be obtained from either field or lab tests or by comparison with similar aquifers.It
must be assumed that all measured parameter values contain some noise, the
magnitude of which may or may not be known.
1.3.3 Stability
Stability may be obtained by several methods. The adjoint equation (Chavent,
1971) may be used to eliminate all sensitivity coefficients from the gradient equations
used to minimize the objective function. The relationship between instability and the
sensitivity coefficients is demonstrated by Yakowitz and Duckstein (1980). Some
algorithms that use the adjoint equation do not eliminate the sensitivity coefficients
from the gradient equations used to minimize the objective function (Sun and Yeh,
1985).
An additional penalty term composed of the head residuals at the final value of
time may be added to the error criterion. The addition of this penalty term improves11
stability by taking advantage of more reliable values of measured final heads due to
repeated measurements and the reduction in the rate at which the head values are
falling.Finally, Kravaris and Seinfeld (1985) and Gerlach and Guenther (1987) add a
regularization term to the objective function to improve stability.
1.4 OVERVIEW OF THESIS
The effects of thermal nonhomogeneity resulting from the expected
temperature gradients existing at the Hanford site are examined in Chapter 2.In
Chapter 3, two numerical models are developed using finite difference and analytical
techniques which may be used to predict piezometric head values given a set of
continuous flow parameters and defined boundary conditions. These methods are
restricted to a confined aquifer in a one-dimensional polar coordinate system with the
flow parameters distributed only in the radial direction. An analytical plus numerical
method is derived and used for verifying a totally numerical method utilized in the
parameter identification algorithm.
A parameter identification algorithm using the indirect method is developed in
Chapters 4 and 5. An adjoint equation is used to eliminate the sensitivity coefficients
from the algorithm while the objective function is minimized by the Steepest Descent
and Fletcher-Reeves gradient methods (Ba7araa and Shetty, 1979). The computer
code is written in Fortran and is described in Chapter 6. The program is designed to
run on a IBM PC or compatible system with 640 kilobytes or greaterof random
access memory (RAM). Verification of the algorithmby both synthetic and field data12
is found in Chapter 7. Recommendations for future efforts in continuing this work
are contained in Chapter 8.
1.5 CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS RESEARCH
The flow equation is derived in the cylindrical coordinate system from basic
principles of the hydrodynamics of flow in a porous medium. Terms relating porosity
and density with temperature and pressure are included in the derivation. The impact
of each term on the value of the piezometric head is estimated by scaling theresulting
dimensionless flow equation using the principle of similarity.
A new algorithm which may be used to predict piezometric heads, consisting
of a hybrid analytical-numerical method is developed. This new algorithm is capable
in many cases of producing results with smaller modeling errors than a totally
numerical method given identical input data.
The parameter identification algorithm used in this work is similar to the one
developed by Carrera and Neuman (1986a,b,c). However, two additional terms have
been added to the error criterion, which are believed to increase the stability of the
algorithm. A detailed comparison between this new parameter identification
algorithm and those of other researchers may be found in Chapter 4.13
2.0 DERIVATION OF FLOW EQUATION
In this chapter, the flow equation will be derived in a cylindricalcoordinate
system from the basic principles of hydrodynamics offlow in a porous medium.
Constitutive relationships for the specific weight of the fluid and theporosity of the
aquifer are assumed to be exponentially dependent on the pressuregradient.
Accordingly, the flow equation will be scaled based on the basicprinciples of
hydrodynamics using constitutive relationships to relate porosity and densitywith
pressure and temperature. Preliminaryestimates of the effects of temperature and
pressure on head measurements are obtainedby scaling the flow equation using order-
of-magnitude estimates for field variables. The relative contributions to the flow
equation from terms that depend on temperature will be estimated based on the
hydraulic/thermal principle of similarity (Schlichting, 1979).
The following assumptions are made (Lu et al., 1987):
1) The porous media-fluid system is viewed macroscopically.
2) Temperature varies only in the vertical direction.
3) The temperature of the porous media and of the fluid are equivalent at
all times (i.e. thermal equilibrium).
4) Gravity is constant.
5) Specific weight of the fluid is dependent on pressure and
temperature; porosity is pressure dependent and variesspatially;
and permeability varies only with the spatial coordinates.
The governing flow equation is based on the conservation of mass(or14
continuity equation) and the momentum principle (or motion equation) (cf. Fullcs,
Guenther and Roetman, 1971; Bear, 1975; and Lu, et al., 1987). Piezometric head is
chosen as the dependent variable since it is the parameter that is usually measured in
the field. This change of variable will allow a direct comparison between measured
and computed data. The principal equations and constitutive relationships willbe
used to transform pressure head into piezometric head. The flow equation maybe
obtained by substituting the continuity equation into the motion equation in order to
eliminate the seepage velocity; and the relative contribution of each term to the flow
equation may be estimated by scaling (principle of similarity).
2.1 CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS
The specific weight of the fluid 7, the pressure p, and the temperature 0 are
assumed to be related by
where
and
'y( r,SZ,z) = ,y0(p0,00) if(z)exp[B(p(r,f1,z) -Po)]
'I'(z) = 1Ce[0(z)0j
0(z) = Oma,Mez
(2.1a)
(2.1b)
(2.1c)
and where r = radial distance as measured from the well; fl = horizontalazimuthal
angle; B = fluid compressibility; Co = coefficient of thermal expansion; Me =
vertical temperature gradient; 'I'(z) = temperature correction coefficient; °MSL =fluidtemperature at mean sea level (MSL); z = distance from the mean sea level datum
plane, positive upwards; and -yo, po, 0 = reference specific weight, pressure, and
temperature, respectively, taken along some datum plane (e.g., MSLin Figure 2.1).
The porosity is given by
4(r,(2,z) = 40exP[Ab(P(r,g,z) -Po)]
15
(2.2)
where 00 = reference porosity; and Ab = bulk vertical compressibilityof the porous
medium. Porosity is dependent on the spatial location (r,fi,z) within
the flow domain since the porous medium is assumed to be nonhomogeneous.
The length of the water column L(r,a,t) in Figure 2.1 is
L(r,c2,t) = h(r,12,t)z (2.3)
where h(r,O,t) = piezometric head, the height of the water column above MSL at
atmospheric pressure, and t = time.
2.2 FLOW EQUATIONS WITH THERMAL E } }ECTS
The conservation of mass or continuity equation is (Bear, 1975)
304)+v.(76 =Q at
where the gradient operator in cylindrical coordinates is17, =
(a/ar,a/(30,3/az);--q = the seepage velocity vector (qqn,q); and Q = sources
or sinks within the flow domain.The momentum equation is (Bear, 1975)
(2.4a)h° (r,0,1)
Qw(t)
2rw
h(r,n,t)
qr
r
Piezometer
1.4
iliDLCIanditiot15
L(r,n,t)
Flow Domain
z
XN N'Nx
NM.
Datum (MSL)
Aquiclude
(Flow Interior)
}Aquifer
(Flow Top)
Aquiclude
(Flow Interior)
Figure 2.1Definition Sketch of Aquifer System (Not to Scale)17
--i _lc[pp yv a qci,,-.).7 (2.4b)
11 Ovat
where k = intrinsic permeability (k.,Icg,lcz); and A, v = dynamic, kinematic viscosity,
respectively. The equation of state for static pressure in a piezometer is
dp,
-dT
+y=
v
(2.4c)
Because the piezometric head is the most frequently measured variablein field
experiments, pressure head may be transformed into piezometric head by
dp= -yon exp [B( p -p)]
dz
(2.5)
which may be integrated to relate the pressure head to the piezometrichead through
the length of the water column (L) by
where
1B{exp[B( pa p A exp[B( p p A = 7 0,11 L*
zL
+ 1
2
dNI,
' d z oe
and where pa = atmospheric pressure.
(2.6a)
(2.6b)The pressure gradient from (2.6) is
,L
-Gsrp=[1+
Nf
VL + oz
[Vp + -A-rz =1 +4 7Vh
Similarly, the gradient of the specific weight of the fluid from (2.1a) is
= yBVh -Vz +N1f 14f (yBLVh +Vz)
The gradients given by (2.7) and (2.8) will be required for the flow equation.
2.3 THE FLOW EQUATION
The temporal derivative of the conservation of mass or continuity equation
18
(2.7a)
(2.7b)
(2.8)
(2.4a) is
.(7-6aQ
at at74)(7B)
1 +Ab
[1+ a2h
+
at2
by (2.1) and (2.6).
2
1 +NitzLi2 +
Ab
B
+(*zlifal 2
7B at
(2.9a)The gradient of the momentum equation (2.4b) is
V A + k Va(11-)=-"t" 1 +NitzL1c72Vh
op at NY g
V
The identities used in (2.9) are derived in Appendix A.
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(2.9b)20
The seepage velocity --q may now be eliminated from the left-hand-side of the
momentum equation (2.9b) by using (2.9a) and the continuity equation (2.4a)
according to
ate
(70)(11B)[1+
3
Abl[1+lir ZLI1k a2h
-1- 4' 1 I' (i) at
-y[1+7.111r1V[___klir7h1
A
-
+k--yVh
A
k aQ= + 4ni at [1
+4zLk-yBah}
ifop at
(2.10)21
In the absence of sources or sinks, the flow within a confined aquifer including
thermal effects given by (2.10) reduces to
.-
k b}a2h,ah _v1 k-yvh1 (-yB)1
v k's at Bat' 1 il J
k
v
(7/3)2}{1Ab
B
1{[1Ab][i
7B
11,r[(4'"]
B L\
1
at
2
[1+ MI i f)L]
-y{ -yB }
[1+ (`FIl)L]
12(*PI),. TA (41,/402/-ah [itzlifiLl + k 1
-yB z az
q v{iiii,ii,\LikB-y Lh 1
L \z /----j at
[1+ (4ttiry,]
[4,z/41,1
1
(3(70V
I k I+ V1 Ic y ci.Vfil}
1 at 10P1 1 ov
(2.11)
where the specific storage, Ss = 0(-yB)(1 +
A
b) (McWhorter and Sunada, 1977).
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2.4 SIMILARITY AND THE FLOW EQUATION
For the purpose of well testing, the flow equation will be expressed only inthe
(r,z) independent variables and the azimuthal dependency, 0, will be droppedfrom
the gradient operator and from the fluid velocity in (2.11). Thedimensional
quantities (denoted by superscript) are made nondimensional (without superscript
) by the following scaling:
r = r` /Rs ; h =h*/Has ; kr = kr/k; ; l4 = ;
z` /D`; Ss = S.s/Sso. ; qr =qr/q; ; qz = qz/q; ;
t = t* Y = Y'/Yo
A description of these scales and an estimate of their ordersof magnitude for
the Hanford site is given in Table 2.1. These physical scales are notunique and
other scales could be used.23
Table 2.1Characteristic Scale Estimates at the Hanford Site
Symbol Parameter Order of
Magnitude
Dimensions
13* Fluid
compressibility
104° t t2/M
Co
. Coefficient of
thermal expansion
10-4(°C)4 ( ° C)4
H: Head Scale 102 m I
Ir: {k*}
Radial (vertical)
permeability
1044061 m2
P2
I: = h(r,t). - z. 102 m t
Me' Vertical
temperature
gradient
10-2 °C/m °C/P
q: {q21
Radial (vertical)
seepage velocity
10'{-s) m/s f/t
Rs* Radial scale 10°403 m f
Ss: Specific storage 10-5 m4 f-1
To Fluid specific
weight
104 N/m3 mi t)2t2
.
11 Dynamic viscosity 10' Ns/m2 M/f2
.
P Kinematic 10-6 m2/s
£21t
viscosity
IA *Sso* (D *)2
Ts =
Yo*ki*
08 Porosity 104 ND
ifz* Temperature 104-10° ND
correction
coefficient
Time scale 106 s tA scaled version of (2.11) becomes
RS
2
7;B I[7: k1.2
it v*S;D *21D1 }7{1AB;"} {kr+
SO
k2*
rk Rs* 2* Iah 1a ah[kI[Bst Ia ah
D atr ar ' ar az z az
B.2
Sso '),:kis2 HSR;I
=
siVD2D.
72{1+Lt[1+ 2A-1][1+(*zIN**12+
k
}
k2.
B. B * 7.B{r+kki*l}
{(7:,BHs.)} 1 1 \ 1
+ 1114f; 14 f )L.12+NI': /Nif
-y B
[1 +(NY; 14)L'1
2
a:: 1 [RDs k : I k I eskz[ani 2 {
(7: B. Bs*)(Bs. liks 1(Nlizlif)2L
1
ah
+ 1-y2 kz'z.
D.ki 7 B
[1 4 11 : I N Y)L sI
24
a2h
ate
ah2
at
(2.12){q2._
r ar
{ -yoa B (La kia RsI}
[0[1 + OF: 14%v SsoD *D'
[q2. lik21[Rs Ia}i
[l + .qz(TztOF; I'M hkant
at
qia kis [ 1?;
1,' S.:0D H.;D'
0[1 + ( i f ; /NI)L 1
{ 1a akr 1(2 Rsq;a ak ( 7 q)_. + _ -(-yq).
7atr ark:D q1'at zaz
+
.z
q1
I
41 +(if:/ '')L'
a
Ly1krq +
1 }
25
(2.12)
Cont.+
2
ql
7:v*ill.
s
II*
1
{a[7{k"
qa
-yaz ar
o[i 4-(4,:ilf)L .1
q1'D
a}
ki zz az
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(2.12)
Cont.
Combining the variables into dimensionless parameters, (2.12) may berearranged to
{A2B 4,G}7[1
+
Ab
[k
r
+ {KR]32h
F2 B * at
8h1 -8 [-yrk_ah 1-{A2K}_a [-yk ahl
s atr ar r ar az z az
{ [1
{ A2B:,GTH}{
1 4'
Ab.}
----
F2[1+ (if;110L]
72[kr + YOUi t-hi+
[1 + (NY : 1 NIOL 12 +
{
ApT
[ 1 + (4' :14)L ' ]
}{[l+ Olt : PIO L 12
an]]
-y2
2
an [kr37+ {A2K-}kz[_
['If:1411} +
-y*B '
(2.13)1
27
{
+
A2131,KTD}{[(4,:14)2L']-172kz7i
[1 + elf : /`1')L s] yo. B
{ ABI,KTDR }
0[1 + (4:/if)L *].F" (2.13)
Cont.
q'-Or -+ {QAK}q
z
aa __}{[1+ (41:/4)L]ylAilat
+
AH*
7(70-ar +{QcA}(7qz )
0[1(4z m ]g
}
Table 2.2 identifies the dimensionless parameters in (2.13).28
Table 2.2 Estimates of Scaling Parameters for Hanford, WA
Symbol Definition Parameter Hanford
A R:
D'
yo*B*
if zs
3r CD*
F
Aspect ratio
Batchelor number
Fourier number
Froude number
G
H
K
Q
9?
TH(D)
K
if
**\
YO V
14*
Grashof number
ll
*
/
y(*)k:T:
*µv
H:
Dimensionless
head
Permeability
ratio
Flow ratio
Reynolds number
D'
1c2*
k:
*
q2
*
ql
q; D*
vs
Thermal gradient
: Hs (D *)
Dimensionless k: radial permeability
(D .)2
101
10°
10-2
10-12
10-21
101
10-2
10-1
104
10'3(4)
10'1°29
Many of the terms in (2.13) are relatively insignificant given the scales used in
Table 2.2. Those terms with order-of-magnitudes < le would be insignificant for
realistic well tests except in the most unusual of circumstances. If terms with order-
of-magnitude < 10-9 are dropped from (2.13), the flow equation reduces to
A2sah _1 a [yrk ah){A,K}_a {,yk ah
s at "Jr r ar az z az
B4, TH {{1
S[ir: iir]1
(2.14)
-I .y* B
[1+( I ; I if )I,*1
-y2[1crkh)+(A 2K)kz [j]+
A 2 Bi, K TD{ [(IF: /if )2L]
172kzrah+ o(10-10)
{1+( I, : INE)L 7: B
The two remaining nonlinear terms on the right-hand-side of (2.14) are0(10-3) using
the scales in Table 2.2. The contribution of these terms depends on the accuracy
required for measuring the piezometric head.
For a confined aquifer that is fully penetrated, the flowis only in the
horizontal direction and may be estimated by
242ah [yrk ah= 0(10-)
atr ar r ar
(2.15)
When the Batchelor number is approximately equal to unity and theGrashof
number is approximately equal to the square of the Fourier number,Mohamed et. al(1991) demonstrate that the damped wave equation may be used for parameter
identification.
The flow equation (2.15) may be expressed in terms of transmissivity, T(r),
and storativity, S(r), by multiplying (2.11) by the depth of the aquifer(D) and
following a similar procedure as previously described. This resultsin
C.,S(r)ah(r,t)_1 arTwah(r,t)1= 0
atr ar ar
30
(2.16a)
where S(r) = S,D; T(r) = Dicry/A; and C,= (R)2/D. C, is a genericscaling parameter
defined by the particular scales which are chosen. For example iftime is scaled by
by an arbitrary constant T, and the other scaling parameters remain as aspreviously
defined
(R:)2
Cs=
Ts* :T
(2.16b)
where S.c= Ss:13* and T:=D'leryo/p,.. Since transmissivity and storativity are the
flow parameters to be identified, (2.16) will be used to describe flowthrough a
confined aquifer.31
3.0 NUMERICAL METHODS USED TO PREDICT PIEZOMETRIC HEADS
A parabolic diffusion equation describing flow through a confined aquifer was
derived in Chapter 2.0. This equation may now be applied to a radial boundary value
problem describing flow to a well in a confined aquifer. Two numerical methods are
detailed in this chapter, which may be used to compute piezometric head given the
radial boundary problem. Verification and a comparison of these methods is included
at the end of the chapter.
3.1 RADIAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM (BVP)
The parabolic diffusion equation governing radial flow through porous media
in a confined aquifer, as shown in Figure 2.1, is well-known (McWhorter and
Sunada, 1977) and is given in dimensionless form by
2(h(r,t)) =CsS(r)ah(r,t) 1a [rT(r)ah(r,t)1 rw<r<R, tO
at r ar ar
(3.1a)
in which Y() is a linear operator, S(r) is storativity, T(r) is the transmissivity, rw is
the well radius, and R is the radial distance to the boundary of the flow domain.
The dimensionless initial and boundary conditions are
h(r,0) = H°(r);rw < r <R
ah(r,t) -Qw(t).
lim rT(r) t>0
r=r"-.0 ar 21-(r
r
X rT(r)
a ha't)-r2h(r
,t) =
27
[-XH (t)Qh (t)];r =R ,t > 0
32
(3.1d)
where H b(t) is the prescribed head at the radial boundary;Qb(t) is the prescribed flux
across the radial boundary; andX is a leakage coefficient at the radial boundary.
Note that the leaky, head-driven boundary conditiongiven by (3.1d) may be used to
prescribe Dirichiet boundary conditions when X = co andNeumann boundary condi-
tions when X = 0.
The initial and boundary conditions may be scaled (as denotedby superscript
*) by
Ho (r) ; Hb (t) =
Hb (t)*
;
Hs* H:
(3.2a-e)
Qv (t) = Qw(t)*; Qb(t) =Qb(t)*;
Hs Ts Hs 7:
Numerical solutions may be improved if the arbitrary time-dependentpumping
function Qw(t) is defined by
Qw (t) = E [Q+(t)] A Un(t,i-n_1,Tn )
nil .1
(3.3a)
where N" is the total number of finite time intervals during the total testduration;
(:)...c is a constant pumping rate during time interval n"; Q."(t) is avariable pumping
rate during time interval n"; and the Heaviside Stepfunction U..(to-._1,7e) is a
pathological numerical switch defined as (Cochran et al.,1987)
A Uri (tjr 11_ 1,T nil) = U(tT na_ 1)U(tT nu) (3.3b)33
that turns the well pumping function Q"'(t) on at t = Te_i andoff at t = Tn. during the
time interval n". Figure 3.1 illustrates some possible time dependentpumping rates
which may be described using the Heaviside Step function.
The BVP defined by (3.1) may be solved either analytically(with certain
restrictions) or numerically. Two solution methods will be presentedwhich may be
used to predict piezometric heads for the BVP (3.1).
3.2 HYBRID ANALYTICAL-NUMERICAL SOLUTION
The strategy used in the hybrid analytical-numerical approachis based on
linear superposition (Stakgold, 1979). The solution to thedimensionless BVP (3.1) is
assumed to be a linear combination of the following linearly independentfunctions:
h(r,t) = h{j1CMBC1];[BC2];[1])
= ho{[ICIO;0;0} +hi{OpCi];0;0} + h2{0;0;[BC2];0} + hf{0;0,0;0[1]}
(3.4a,b)
where [IC] are initial conditions; [BC;] are boundary data at theith boundary; and [f]
is the forcing function. The linear superposition principle suggestslooking for a
linear combination of linearly independent functions which satisfy onlyspecific
elements of the inhomogeneous system while contributing nothing to the other
inhomogeneous elements (i.e. they satisfy homogeneous conditionselsewhere). In
principle, a linear superposition approach would seek the linearcombination (3.4b);
however, in order to take advantage of the well-known Theisintegral (Theis, 1935;34
2.
cog
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ow(t) = rg
n"= 1n" =2 n" =3 n" = 4 n" = 5
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Q W ( t)= QnC.: + One. ( t)
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Figure 3.1Examples of Possible Time Dependent Pumping RatesGuenther and Lee, 1988), the ideal linear combination (3.4b) will be replaced by
h(r,t) = h °(r,t) + u(r,t) + v(r,t)
35
(3.5)
where h°(r,t) satisfies the initial conditions; and u(r,t) and v(r,t) are analytical and
numerical approximations to the boundary data.Substituting (3.5) into (3.1) gives
2(h) = 2(1z) + 2(u) + S(v) = 0 (3.6)
The initial data are satisfied exactly by the solution to 2(10, while the boundary data
are satisfied by the solutions to 2(u) and 2(v).
The following dimensionless BVP is defined for h °(r,t):
ahoo- a [ aho(r 200) = CS(r) ' rT(r) ' = 0;rw<r<RS(,
atr ar ar
with inhomogeneous initial data
h°(r,O) = H°(r);rw<r<R
and homogenous boundary data
ah°(r,t)
ar
r = rw; r = R;t > 0
(3.7a)
(3.7b)
(3.7c)
The following dimensionless BVP with constant coefficients is defined for u(r,t):
au(rt
ar r
,t) _To aau
a(r,t)=0; rw<r<R, t>0 2(u) css°
a r
with homogeneous initial data
(3.8a)u(r,0)=0,rw < r <R ;
with inhomogeneous boundary data at the well
C
lim aU(r,t)Q:" t> 0 ;
r.q."-.0 ar 27
and with a homogeneous far field condition
u(r,t) = 0,r = co ,t > 0
36
(3.8b)
(3.8c)
(3.8d)
The parameters S° and T° are values of these parameters at the well r = ev --* 0. The
dimensionless solution to BVP (3.8) is the well-known Theis integral given by
sC S°r2
exp -Q:,i T0(t-t1) u(r.t)=
47T°t (t-t')
de
The dimensionless BVP for v(r,t) becomes
C S(r)av(r't)-1a {rT(r)av(r't)]= fir,t)rw<r<R, t >0
atr ar ar
with forcing function
fi au(r,t) +1 a [rToau(r,t)]. r,t)= -Cs S(r)
atr ar ar '
with homogeneous initial condition
v(r,0) = 0r'''..5_r <R
with inhomogeneous boundary data at the well
(3.9)
(3.10a)
(3.10b)
(3.100lirarT(r)av(r't)=-Q:(0.
r=rw-.0 a r 21-
and with inhomogeneous far field boundary data
t>0
37
(3.10d)
rT(r)av(r'6 Xv(r,t) =1 [-X{11b(t)(h°(r,t) + u(r,t))}Qb(t)]-rT(r)" a(rr't)
ar 27r 2r
r= R,t > 0
The solution for h(r,t) is now defined by the following linear system of
dimensionless BVPs:
h(r, t) h°(r,O)
{ UCl; [BC1]; [BC2]; MIWC]; [0]; [0]; [0])
u(r,t) v(r,t)
{[0];[BC11;[0];[0]} + {[0];[BC1];[BC2];VD
3.2.1 Theis Integral Solution
(3.10e)
(3.11)
The Theis integral (3.9) represents the analytical solution for u(r,t).
Inspection of (3.9) reveals a singularity at t' = t, which limits the number of
appropriate solution methods.In this section both an infinite series and Guass-
Laguerre quadrature will be introduced as two methods which may be used tosolve
the Theis integral.Neither solution produces satisfactory results for all values of the
independent variables (r) and (t).However, as will be shown, each solution may be
selectively applied to obtain values for all u(r,t).3.2.1.1 Infinite Series.Introducing the change of variable
IP' = Cerr2/47"(t-t)transforms (3.9) into
C.
u(r,t)
47cT° a(rd)
expf-fir}
38
(3.12a)
where the Boltzman variable, a(r,t) is defined as (McWhorter and Sunada, 1977)
a(r,t)
C 350r
2
4T °t
(3.12b)
The Boltzman variable, a(r,t) is positive semi-definite,0.Estimates of the
extrema values a(r,t) and u(r,t) defined by (3.12) are listed in Table 3.1. These
extrema values will be used to evaluate the accuracy of the numerical approximations
to the Theis integral.
Table 3.1. Estimates of the Extrema Values of a(r,t) and u(r,t).
Independent Variables Dependent Variables
r t a(r,t) u(r,t)
small large 0 -00
large small +00 0The exponential integral in (3.12) may be approximated by the following
infinite series:
m
u(r,t) [0.5772+ ln[a(r,t)]E ( -1r- 1a(r,t)
47c T° m =1 m m1
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(3.13)
This series solution for the radial well problem was given by Theis (1935) and has
been verified with well data from field tests.Unfortunately, Table 3.2 illustrates that
the series solution fails to predict the correct result for u(r,t) for large values of the
Boltzman variable, a(r,t).Consequently, another numerical approximation must be
used for large values of a(r,t).
Table 3.2 Results of Comparison Tests for the Infinite Series and Gauss-
Laguerre Quadrature Numerical Methods.
Numerical
Method
a(r,t) u(r,t) from
Table 3.1
u(r,t) Using
Numerical
Method
Test Result
Infinite Series 0 -co -co Pass
+ 00 0 >0 Fail
Gauss-Lag uerre
Quadrature
0 - co Constant Fail
+ co 0 0 Pass
3.2.1.2 Gauss-Laguerre Quadrature. Introducing the change of variable,
Z' = lk - a(r,t) into (3.12a) results inC .
u(r,t) nexp-a(r,t) fexP-Z'dZ'
4n T° Z' + a(r,t)
which may be evaluated numerically by the Gauss-Laguerre 15 point formula
(Carnahan 1965). This series is given by
-QC
1S 15 W
u(r,t) nexp-a(r,t) E
4nT° 1.1Z1 + a(r,t)
40
(3.14)
(3.15)
where WI and Z1 are Gaussian weights tabulated by Carnahan (1969,pg 451).
The Gauss-Laguerre quadrature method becomes constant given small values
of a(r,t) failing to approximate the Theis integral as shown in Table 3.2. However,
this method does appear to predict the correct values of u(r,t) given large values of
a(r,t). These results are verified for both the infinite series and Gauss-Laguerre
quadrature solutions for u(r,t) in Figure 3.2 as compared with table values from
McWhorter and Sunada (1977). Based on the results shown in Figure 3.2, the series
solution, truncated after ten terms, will be used for all values of a(r,t) < 1.0 and the
Gauss-Laguerre quadrature will be used for all values of a(r,t)1.0 when using the
hybrid analytical-numerical solution. Both the series solution and the Gauss-Laguerre
quadrature method may be expanded for multiple time intervals.
3.2.2 Numerical Evaluation of v(r,t) BVP
Numerical values for the BVP described by (3.10) may be estimated for v(r,t)7.0
6.0
5.0 .
4.0
3.0
2.0
I.0
Infinite Series
Gauss-Laguerre
CD
a.
0.0
0.0001 0.001 0.01 a(r,t)
0.1 1.0 10.0
Figure 3.2Comparison Between Infinite Series (3.13), Gauss-Laguerre (3.15), and Table
Values of u(r,t) from McWhorter and Sunada (1977).42
using the finite difference techniques described for the fully numerical solution for
h(r,t) given in Section 3.3 and Chapter 6. The forcing function f(r,t) defined in
(3.10b) must also be evaluated when estimating the value of v(r,t). The value of
f(r,t) represents the residual resulting form a varying T(r) and/or S(r) within the flow
region.If both T(r) and S(r) are constant the f(r,t) = 0. This fact can be used as a
check of the analytical solution derived for f(r,t).
A finite difference numerical estimate of f(r,t) could be developed by
approximating the spacial and temporal derivatives for u(r,t). However, an analytical
solution may be calculated by using the following partial derivatives derived from the
Theis integral (3.9):
Q:" s4-(r, t)
r2cr2
1 (3.16a)
(3.16b)
exp
at 4nT° 0
QC
t (2(r,t)
4C°(t-t)
exp
(7
4C°-3(t-t)2 40
r21{Csr
dt' au f
ar 4nT° 0 4C°(t-t)2C°(t-t)2
32u Q,:// C/2}{C/2 CS dt' (r,t) = fexp
a,- 2 47rT° 0 4C°(t-t)4(C°)2(t-t)32C°(t-t)2
where C° = 1° /S °.Introducing the change of variable
C
3
r2,50
4 T°(t-t)
and integrating (3.16) by parts yields
(3.16c)
(3.17)43
au
Cll
(3.18a) (r,t) exp {-a(r,t)}
at 4n rt
Cil
u(r,t) nexp {-a(r,t)}
ar 2n rr
a2 -Q:
u (r,t) [(a(r,t) + 0.5) exp {-a(r,t)}]
are n rr 2
(3.18b)
(3.18c)
where a(r,t) is the Boltzmann variable (3.12b).Note (3.18) represents analytical
solutions to the partial derivatives of u(r,t) with respect to r and t. The complete
derivation of (3.18) may be found in Appendix B. The analytical solution for the
forcing function f(r,t) may now be derived by substituting (3.18) into (3.10b)
resulting in
Q 4/I exp {- a(r,t)} S ')2 aT(r)1 (3.19) fir,t)= n s(S(T)T(r) +
4n T° t T°rar
Note that if T(r) = T° and S(r) = S°, then aT(r)/ar = 0 and by (3.19), f(r,t)=----- 0 for
all r and t.Also note that for small values of time, a(r,t) is large and by (3.19)
exp{-a(r,t)} = 0 and therefore f(r,t):--- 0. Thus a distributed parameter system has
only a small effect on drawdown early in the pumping interval.
3.3 FULLY NUMERICAL METHOD
In this section a fully numerical method will be described which may be used44
to estimate h(r,t). However, prior to discretizing the BVP (3.1), a coordinate
transformation will be utilized to eliminate the singularity at the well boundary.
The gradient, ah(r,t)/ar, defined in (3.1c) approaches infinity at the well as a
result of a singularity at r = 0. A typical example is illustrated in Figure 3.3a. To
accurately approximate the gradient near the well in discrete form requires a very
small step size Ar.It is possible to utilize a variable step size in the discrete formof
(3.1) however, this greatly complicates the finite difference numerical solution. A
coordinate transformation that was introduced by Eh lig and Halepaska (1976) and
used by Ruston and Redshaw (1979) maps a variable spatial increment Or into a
constant spatial increment Ap by
P
r
rw
The dimensionless BVP (3.1) in r is transformed to
ah(p,t) ah(t)p,0; 0<p<P, t>0 (r w
a
a )2exp[2p] Cs S(p)
t ap ap
with dimensionless initial conditions
h(p ,0)=H°(p);0 < p < P
and dimensionless boundary conditions
(3.20)
(3.21a)
(3.21b)280
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Figure 3.3Typical Head Distributions for Dirichlet, Leaky,and Neumann
Boundary Conditions: (a) Illustrates Singularity at theWell Boundary,
(b) Constant Gradient at the Well Boundaryafter Coordinate
Transformation.liraT(p)ah(p't)-Qw(t)t> 0
p=0 a P 2r'
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(3.21c)
1
T(p)312(P,t)-L 2r
h(p,t) =[-XHb(t)-Qb(t)];p=P, t>0(3.21d)
ap 2ir
where P = In (Rh') and ah(p,t)/ap at p = 0 is now finite as illustrated in Figure
3.3b. By using this coordinate transformation the singularity near the well has been
eliminated without introducing additional numerical complications. Note also that the
point or node described by either (r) or (p) occupies the same location in space and,
therefore, the spatial variables T(r) = T(p), S(r) = S(p), and h(r,t) = h(p,t).
However, rp, itOp, ah(r,t)/arah(p,t)/ap, and aT(r)/araT(p)/ap. The
dimensionless transformed BVP (3.21) may now be solved very efficiently by
numerical methods. The head values shown in Figure 3.3 were generated using the
parameter distributions T2(r) and S1(r) as defined in Table 7.1.
A finite difference numerical solution for h(p,t) may be computed using (3.21)
and a weighted implicit finite-difference method (Carnahan, et al., 1965). The
general form of this numerical solution is
f[h(p,t+At)h(p,t)]
At
o
{f [h(p A p,t+ At)-2 h(p ,t+ At)+h(p +A p,t+At)]}
(A 02
+ (1-6){f[h(p -A p,t) + 2 h(p,t) + h(p +Ap,t)}}
(A 02
(3.22)47
The value of the weighting factor 0 may be chosen such that when 6 = 0, a fully
explicit method results; when 0 = 0.5, the Crank-Nicolson method results; and when
0 = 1, a fully implicit method results. Numerical results for the BVP described by
(3.21) indicated that 0 = 0.6 provided the best estimates.
At p = P, a fictitious node is defined outside the domain using the boundary
simulation technique described by Hildebrand (1968). The boundary condition at p
= P is then used to eliminate the fictitious node. The sametechnique is also applied
at the well, p = 0.
The dimensionless BVP (3.21) is reduced to a set of algebraic equations in
which the coefficient matrix is tridiagonal. The Thomas algorithm (Vemuri and
Karplus, 1981) may then be used to efficiently solve this matrix. A detailed
discussion of the numerical methods used in this work may be found in Chapter 6.
3.4CODE VERIFICATION
Two computer codes were assembled using the analytical and numerical
methods addressed in this chapter. They are:
1) MEASDAT- Estimates the value of h(r,t) using the hybrid analytical-
numerical solution (Section 3.2).
2) FIELDH- Estimates the values of h(r,t) using the totally numerical
method (Section 33).
The source code for each of these programs may be found in Roley (1992).
Verification provides the needed confidence the computer codes will produce48
reasonable estimates of h(r,t) under various conditions. The results from any
computer code are meaningless, unless and until the validity of those results can be
established. The verification methods used in this work, shall establish that these
codes are valid and provide a basis for more extensive verification procedures, if a
future need should develop.
A number of tests were developed as a part of this work to provide the
needed verification of the computer codes, MEASDAT and FIELDH. The basic
approach used in designing these tests included the following:
Verification of selected results by using "hand" calculations or
computed tabular values.
Comparison of results from two similar but significantly different
computer codes using the same input data. Example: Comparison
between MEASDAT and FIELDH.
Selecting tests based on the theory used to develop the algorithm
where the computed values may be predicted. Example: In
MEASDAT, v(r,t) = f(r,t) = 0, if the Theis conditions are used as
input data.
Determine the upper and lower bounds for the output data based on
the extreme conditions, then observe whether intermediate values are
obtained between the two bounds. Example: Given Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary values as limits, will a leaky boundary condition
produce head values that are less than the Dirichlet boundary results49
but greater than the Neumann boundary if all other input valuesare
the same? Figure 3.3 illustrates typical results for this type oftest.
Results obtained from these verification tests indicate that thesecomputer codes do
provide reasonable results for h(r,t) under various conditions.
The hybrid analytical-numerical method offers several advantagesover the
totally numerical method.
1) Lower sensitivity to A t.During the initial interval of the pump test, the
analytical solution given by the Theis integral (3.9) is independent of A t
and accounts for most of the drawdown. Therefore, regardless of the
parameter distribution, the solution for h(r,t) given by (3.11) during
the early portion of the well test is nearly analytical with v(r,t)- 0.
This is a particular advantage because drawdown near the well
boundary is most rapid during the early portion of the pump test, and
numerical errors tend to be greatest during this interval.
2) Smaller numerical errors. The numerical solution v(r,t) is only
required to correct the Theis integral (3.9) when the parametersare
non-constant or distributed. Sensitivity to numerical methods is
thereby reduced.
3) Separation of variables. The linear superposition given by (3.11)pro-
vides a convenient way to separate the effects on the Theis integral of
an aquifer having leaky boundary conditions, distributed parameters,
etc.50
A disadvantage of the hybrid analytical-numerical method is an increase in the
computational time compared with a fully numerical method. For example, a
solution using 75 spatial nodes and 50 time steps on a personal computer required
140% more computer time.51
4.0 DESCRIPTION OF AN OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
In Chapter 1 the need for an objective function or error criterion for solving
the indirect problem was established. The objective function quantifies the ability of
the estimated parameters to predict the measured field heads. Since this relationship
is nonlinear, an iterative approach is used to minimize the error criterion. The
independent terms within the objective function are related through the radial
boundary value problem described in Chapter 3.
The objective function consists of four terms defined as (Carrera and
Neuman,1986b)
J(II) = JP) + Jd(11) + + Jr(II) (4.1)
The objective function (4.1) is similar to Eq. (24) for transient data used by
Carrera and Neuman (1986b). Both of these objective functions include weighted
least squares error and prior data terms. The objective function (4.1) differs from
most other objective functions by the addition of the following terms:
1)A weighted least squares error in the measured and predicted heads, J(11), at
the final value of time, TN., which optimize the improvements in data
measurements which may have taken place during the well test.
2)A regularization term, Jr(II), which smoothes the parameter estimates iferrors
are present in the measured data.
In addition to adding these two terms to the objective function, the BVP (3.1)
is scaled in order that each error or parameter estimate in the objective functionare of52
the same order of magnitude. This insures that each term in the objective function
contributes equally in determining the estimated flow parameters.
4.1LEAST SQUARES ERROR, Jh(l).
A weighted least squares error between the "measured" or field heads, hm(r,t),
and the predicted heads, hP(r,t), is defined by
7N" R
1 .1 hal) =ldt f vi(r,t)[hP(r,t)-hm(r,t)frdr
r'
(4.2)
where Vi(r,t) is a weight which represents the confidence in the measured head data
hni(r,t). The least squares error is the basis for most indirect parameter identification
algorithms. However, this term alone is not enough to insure either stability or
uniqueness in the parameter estimates.
4.2PRIOR DATA ERROR, Jd(II).
In order to achieve uniqueness, a prior data error is defined by
fp) =:i:v2e[se(e)s-(0]2+_21tI 7 e[Te(ne) T'n(ne)J2 (4.3)
where Sm(E1),...,Sm(41) and Tm(ni),...,Tm(nK) are measured values of storativity and
transmissivity, respectively, measured at specific locations within the confined aquifer
(i.e.,1,...,EM and ni,...,770; and Se( 1),...,SeQm) and Te(m),...,Te(nK) are the
estimated values of storativity and transmissivity, respectively, obtained from a
parameter identification algorithm. The weights V2e and V3, represent the confidence53
in the measured prior data.
The addition of prior data may not reduce the least squares error observed in
the head values. Because of possible errors in the measured head data and the
difficulty in obtaining accurate estimates of the flow parameters from field data, the
minimum value of the objective function may even increase as a result of adding prior
data (Neuman, 1980). Previous attempts to compute unique parameter values based
on experimental data and/or professional judgement have yielded reasonable
parameter estimates.The two remaining terms in the objective function (4.1) are
added to provide stability.
4.3FINAL HEAD ERROR, VII).
A weighted least squares error between the measured and the predicted heads
at the final value of time is defined by
.1 j(i) =J V4(r)S e(r)[hP(r,T N)-hm(r,TN)]'rdr (4.4)
The heads measured at the final value of time TN. may be more reliable than earlier
measured values because of repeated calibration checks and improved data recording
procedures. Accordingly, these final measured heads are weighed heavier in the
parameter identification algorithm than measured values collected earlier in the well
pump test.If the reliability of measurements at a particular location r are uncertain,
the weighing coefficient V4(r) for these locations may be set to zero.54
4.4TIKHONOV REGULARIZATION, JAI).
Since instabilities in the values of parameter estimates appear to be closely related
to noise in the measured data, a Tikhonov regularization term is added that smooths
the parameter estimates. Although there are several ways this could be done, the
method of Tikhonov (1963a,b) used by Kravaris and Seinfeld (1985) and by Gerlach
and Guenther (1987) is used and is defined by
R R
Jr(II) =
2
f175(rAS t(r)]2 rdr +
2 ar
f176(r)[T `(r)]2+[aTe(r))rdr(4.5)
r" r"
where V5(r) and V6(r) are weights. This regularization term imposes a penalty on
oscillations in parameter estimates by increasing the value of the objective function
(Carrera and Neuman, 1986a).
The use of the adjoint equation provides an important contribution to stability
of the parameter identification algorithm. The adjoint equation can be used to
eliminate the need to differentiate the measured heads with respect to the parameters
being identified.
The final form of the objective function to be minimized is55
1 J(II) =
2
f dt f V i(r ,t) [h P (r ,t)h (rrdr
0 r
+1 EV2,[S e S m(I2 + 1 E 1731 [ Te(111)rn(T14)12
21=1 2 1=1
1
+f V 4(r)S e(r)[hP(r,T n)-h (r,T ardr
rw
1
+f V ((r[S (6)2r dr +f V(r)f[T(6]2+(aT e(1
2 1
r rdr
2 2 6 ar
rw
(4.6)
Note that all of the error terms, Jh(II), Jd(II), and Jf(II), reduce to zero when
the predicted and measured values are identical. However, for the regularization term
(4.5), Jr(II) is always positive-definite. This is not a problem since the objective
function is minimized relative only to an initial value. This point is important when
establishing criteria for terminating iterations in a parameter identification algorithm.
4.5 THE ROLE OF WEIGHTS IN THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Each term within the objective function defined by (4.6) contains a weight
(V1....V6) which provides the user with the option to adjust the weights to reflect the
level of confidence in the field data.Carrera and Neuman (1986b) use the variance
of the measured data as the weights for each term in their objective function.
Weights may also be assigned based on the confidence interval of the field data as it
relates to variance in the measured data. Various authors have suggested techniques
that may be used to solve the inverse problem without knowing the error in the56
measured data (Carrera and Neuman, 1986b, Yeh, 1986).It will be assumed in this
work that the errors in the measured data are known.
4.6 EFFECTS OF SCALING ON THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The effects of scaling on the rate of convergence and the ability of the
algorithm to find a minimum value is described in Aoki (1971) and Gill (1987).
Figure 4.1 illustrates a simple case of a function of two parameters, xi and x2. The
minimum value for this function is clearly (0,0). Changing scales or units of the
objective function does not change the nature of the minimization process
conceptually. However, scale changes may significantly affect the computational
difficulties in determining the global optimum. Note that the most rapid
determination of the minimum, using a gradient method, is achieved in Figure 4.1a
where the relative value of xi and x2 are equal. Scaling x2= 2(x1), as illustrated in
Figure 4.1b, results in a gradient vector which is no longer directed towards the
minimum. For either case illustrated in Figure 4.1, convergence is likely to be
achieved. However, in the first case (Figure 4.1a) convergence should be achieved in
fewer iterations.
Improper scaling may also introduce bias within the terms of the objective
function by restricting the contribution of one or more of the error terms.Gill (1986)
provides a detailed discussion on the importance of scaling variables so that all the
variables in the objective function are of a similar order of magnitude within thexi
Figure 4.1aDirectional Vector for Function with Terms of Equal Weight
(Aoki, 1971).
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Figure 4.1bAffect on Directional Vector of 2:1 Scale Change inx2 (Aoki, 1971).58
region of the global minimum. An example of this type of scaling problem is
presented in Chapter 7.
4.7 BASIS FUNCTION USED FOR PARAMETER ESTIMATION
The distributed parameters, T(r) and S(r), may be approximated by
constructing sequences defined as
M,
Mr) = E ai Ef(r)
(4.7a,b)
M2
Se(r) = E pm Ens(r)
m=si
where the estimates 'Mr)T(r) and S'(r)S(r) as M1, M2 -. co. The linearly
independent basis functions {E(.)} may be chosen at the user's convenience and
could form the basis of a finite element algorithm. A similar sequence could also be
constructed to estimate a distributed leakage coefficient at the boundary. However,
for the BVP described by (321) the radial boundary is one-dimensional and leakage
coefficient (1) is constant.
For this work, a simple polynomial series is chosen as the linearly independent
basis function {E(.)} such that
M
1r(r)=Ea.(";Se(r) = E Bmr0-4)
j=1 m.1
(4.8a,b)
Parameter identification is now reduced to identifying a finite number of coefficients,
a and B., in (4.8) such that the objective function (4.6) isminimized.59
5.0 MINIMIZATION OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The objective function defined in Chapter 4 is minimized byboth the steepest
descent and Fletcher-Reeves gradient methods (Bazarra,1979). First, the adjoint
BVP is derived using variational calculus to eliminate thesensitivity coefficients found
in the gradient equations. Then, the steepest descentand Fletcher-Reeves methods
are used to minimize the objectivefunction.
5.1 FIRST VARIATION OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The directional vector used in many gradient methods maybe determined
from the first variation of the objective function (4.6) with respect tothe parameters
being identified. The first variation (denoted by superscriptprimes) of (4.6) is
Nil R
=f dt f Vi(r,t)[hP(r,t)hm(r,t] (hP)' rdr
rw
E V2g[S e ( 0)S m(gy)] (S e). +E V 3e[T (11 i) 7" n(71 e)] (Te)'
R
+
1f V4(r)Cs[hP(r,t igu)-hm(r,TNOf (Se)'rdr
2
rw
R
+f V4(r)CiS e(r)[hP(r,t N)-hm(r,t 1,e,)] (h")' rdr
lw
+f V5(r) S e(r) (Srdr
rw
+fV6(47'e(r) (Te)'aTe(r)) ar)
ar)ar
rw
For a review of variational calculus see Neuman(1980), Appendix B.
(5.1)60
Two potential problems may be encountered in using (5.1) to calculate the
gradient equations. First, these gradient equations include sensitivity coefficients
which may lead to instabilities. Second, these sensitivity coefficients must be calculat-
ed from a BVP requiring the solution of M1 + M2 + 1 differential equations. The
adjoint BVP may be used to eliminate both of these potential difficulties.
52 ADJOINT BVP (BACKWARD HEAT EQUATION)
The adjoint BVP may be derived by multiplying the first variational of the
flow equation (3.1) by a scaler function w(r,t), and then integrating by parts over both
the spatial and temporal domains to obtain (Friedman, 1956)
<w,(hP)> = <hi,g* (w)> (5.2)
where*( ) is the adjoint operator. The resulting homogeneous adjoint equation
also has a homogeneous initial condition. The adjoint boundary conditions are
determined by the requirement that all terms resulting from the integration by parts
go to zero (Friedman 1956). The homogenous adjoint equation is added to (5.1)
resulting in the particular solution of the adjoint BVP with a inhomogeneous initial
condition at t = TN..A complete derivation of the adjoint BVP may be found in
Appendix C.
The inhomogeneous adjoint BVP for w(r,t) iswe- t)1 ail wfr t) csseoa )+__ r Te(r)a---
dr at r a
=Vi(r,t)[hP(r,t)-hm(r,t)];rwsrsR, 0 < t < T Nei
with inhomogeneous initial data at t= T N.
w(r,T 0= V4(r)[hP(r,t NJ ) hm(r,t NO]; rwsmR
and homogeneous boundary data
and
hill
aWV,t)0. isp,r= rw rTe(r)- 0 < t < ..c.
ar,..e-.0
(r t) rTe(rawle )---=w(r,t);0 < t < t Nri,r=R
ar 27r
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(5.3a)
(5.3b)
(5.3c)
(5.3d)
where 1 eis the estimated leakage coefficient.If V4(r) L--0 in (5.3b), the
homogeneous initial condition used by Carrera and Neuman (1986 b,c) is obtained.
Note the initial condition (5.3b) is defined at the final value of time (t = T N.)
and proceeds backwards in time as compared with the radial flow BVP described by
(3.1) whose initial condition is defined at t = 0 and proceeds forward in time.
Also note that as [hP(r,t) - hm(r,t)] - 0, w(r,t) - 0.
The solution to the adjoint BVP (5.3) reduces the first variational of the
objective function (5.1) tor,,, R
AID ). ldt fahP(r,t) aw(r,t)T,:,(r)rdr
-ar ar
TN R
idt fcsahP(r
at
,t)w(r,t)S(:)(r)rdr
r`
M K
+E vu[se(o-s-Qms(:)(E) + E v3,[7-00-7-007(:)(0,)
R
+
1fV4(r)C sS e(r)[hP(r,70)-het(r,rN)]2S(:)(r)rdr
4 r`
R
+f V5(r)S e(r)S(:)(r)rdr
c
R
+ f V6(r)[Te(r)Te.)(r)-raToe r(1
r`
.,
+iXem[l -I b(t)-hP(r,t)]w(r,t)dt
[37.(.)(r)lirdr
a r
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(5.4)
where J(II)(.) = aJ(il) /a() is the partial derivative of (5.4) with respect to the
parameters a and 0 in (4.8) and X' in (5.3d). Note that the only head derivatives
which are to be computed are those of the predicted head values hP(r,t) with respect to
space and time which are smooth. The sensitivity coefficients (the change in the
predicted head values with respect to the parameters to be identified) have been
completely eliminated from the gradient equations.5.3 THE GRADIENT EQUATIONS
are
The partial derivatives of the objective function with respect to cep 13.,and
J(DO.
Ts" R
fjdt fahP(r't)aw(r,t)E (r) rdr
ar ar
K
0 rw
E 173/ [Te(ii)Tm(Toi Epo
I=1
+f176(riTe(r)Ei(r)
aTaer(r)aE6jar(1rdr
rw
TN" R
J(II)/3 = f dt f CsaliPatfrMw(r,t) Em(r) rdr
rw
E v2,[se(E,)Singe)] En( )
=i
+
1f Cs V4(r) [hP(r,TNII)hm(r,TNI1)]2 Em(r) rdr
rw
+f V5(r) S e(r) Em(r) rdr
rw
N
AMA, = f b(t)hP(R,t)] w(R,t) dt
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(5.5a)
(5.5b)
(5.5c)64
5.4 GRADIENT METHODS USED TO MINIMIZE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
In this section two gradient methods are described which may be used to
determine a set of all parameters (n) which minimize the objective function:(1) the
steepest descent method and (2) the Fletcher-Reeves method.Both methods employ
a one-dimensional line searchprocedure during each iteration to determine the local
minimum of the objective function for each coefficient along their respective
directional vectors. The global optimum is defined as the set of allcoefficients a
and 13,n which minimizes the objective function after one or more ofthe stopping
criteria described in Section 5.6 have been satisfied.
The directional vectord(x.),for each coefficient is defined for the xth
iteration by
x -.101)7) d
( 1141)xoll
(5.6)
where II()11 is a Euclidean norm of ( and J(II)7.)is the value of (5.5) for the Xth
iteration.
5.4.1 Steepest Descent Gradient Method
The steepest descent method is one of the oldest and simplestgradient
methods used (Bazarra and Shetty, 1979). The optimum step sizeis a function of the
parameter being identified. Selecting a single stepsize for all parameters results in a65
more efficient algorithm. Unfortunately, asingle step size may result in convergence
being dependent on the initial guess.If a different step size is used for each
parameter, dependence on the initial guess is reduced.
Once optimum step sizes have been estimated, new estimates forthe
coefficients of the parameters in (4.8) and the leaky parameter Ae may be computed
from
X+ 1IIX XdX
173, (cci) (c; )1;),
where C oox is the optimum step size and d(.is the directional vector for the xth
iteration for parameter () (Bazarra and Shetty, 1979).
5.4.2 Fletcher-Reeves Gradient Method
(5.7)
The Fletcher-Reeves method is based on conjugate gradients for aquadratic
equation (Bazarra and Shetty, 1979). The steepest descent method generatesthe first
iterate value. For subsequent iterates, a positive multiple of thesearch direction
G(.from the previous x - 1 iteration is applied to the directional vectorfor the xth
iteration according to
SX= dx+ Gx dx-1
lad (aPA)1/1431
where
(5.8a))
IIATI)x
(.
112
)x(:)111 2
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(5.8b)
where87.)is the conjugate gradient; le i is a Euclidean norm of () and
J(rI)(.)X is the value of (5.5) for the
xthiteration.
Whenxthiteration is equal to an integer multiple of the total number of
coefficients being identified, the steepest descent method is applied.This pacer
method insures that the parameter identification algorithm does notdiverge from the
global minimum (Bazarra and Shetty, 1979).
Once the conjugate gradients are determined, the line searchtechnique is
again applied to locate the optimum step size for each parameter asbefore (Bazarra
and Shetty, 1979; and Gill, et a1.,1986). Neuman (1980) and byCarrera and Neuman
(1986c) concluded that the conjugate gradient method of Fletcher andReeves
improved the convergence rate of the parameter identificationalgorithm.
5.5 LINE SEARCH TECHNIQUE
The line search procedure determines an optimum step size along the
directional vector for each parameter which minimizes the objectivefunction for the
xth iteration. The line search procedure utilized here fits a quadratic through three
points along the direction vector such that for the () parameter
Jac
(5.9)
and convexity is insured. The optimum step size4; may then be approximated by67
using the quadratic equation.
This method, described in Luenberger (1973), has the advantage of not
requiring the computation of any derivatives. Computational inefficiency is a
disadvantage since each attempted step size requires the computation of a new set of
estimated parameters, predicted head values, and the value of the objective function.
Although a systematic search is used, a number of iterations may be required before
the three bracketed values in (5.9) are found.
A more efficient line search procedure based on Newton's method is
described in Carrera and Neuman (1986b). However, Newton's method requires
determining the partial derivative of the error criterion with respect to the step size,
aiff-D0/8)
5.6 STOPPING CRITERIA
Searching for a global minimum continues until one or more of the following
criteria are satisfied:
1. The maximum number of iterations specified is reached.
2. J" (II) s 10-5
3. IA P(11)/r1(11) s 105 for 4 consecutive iterations.
As noted by Carrera and Neuman (1986b), the IVY@ j is rarely less than
i0r3 even when the estimated parameters differ from the theoretical values by less
than 0.5%. Experience gained from this work appears to support this result,
therefore, stopping criteria based on the gradient vectors will not be used.68
6.0 DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER CODE USED IN THE PARAMETER
IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM
All the essential elements of an indirect parameter identificationalgorithm
have been identified in Chapters 2-5. This chapter describes how thespatial and
temporal variables may be discretized. The minimization process andthe computer
code utilized in this work are also described. The source code usedin this work may
be found in Roley (1992).
6.1 DISCRETIZATION METHOD
In order to employ a finite difference numerical solution, it is first necessary
to discretize the spatial and temporal variables. Thecontinuous spatial domain, 0 s
p s P is discretized into (I-1) discretespacial intervals where the nodes are defined
by p = (i-1) A p and A p = P/(I-1). Each continuous temporalsubinterval, t n.4t
tn.is discretized into Ne-1 discrete temporal intervals where to =(Nn-1).6, t +
and A t (T-T n...1)/(Nn. -1) for 1 s n" s Nn..Therefore, given that i=
and n= {1,2,3,...,Ne} in the temporal subinterval (r thethe following
relationships hold for each n":
T(p ) = T(pi) = T (6.1a)
S(p ) = S(pi) = Si (6.1b)
Qw(t) = Cr(tn) = Qnw (6.1c)
Qb(t) = Qb(tn) =Qb (6.1d)
h(p ,t) = h(p i,tn) =hi (6.1e)69
v(p ,t)
w(p ,t)
= v(P i,tn)
= w(p i,tn)
= vi,n
= wo
(6.1f)
(6.1g)
Hb(t) = = Hnb (6.1h)
Qb(t) = (6.1i)
ri = rwexp{p i} (6.1j)
pi = (i-1) A p (6.1k)
Ap
en(1217. P (6.11)
(I -1) (I -1)
At ("reTe-i)
N11 -1
(6.1m)
Note At is not necessarily a constant but may vary in each temporal subinterval, n", as
the finite difference algorithm progresses through time.
6.2 NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR h(r,t)
The numerical solution for h(r,t) is obtained by applying the weighted implicit
finite difference numerical method (Carnahan, 1965) described in Section 3.3 to
(3.21) resulting in(r w)2expf2pacS
At
eaTi(hi+1,n+l-hi-1,n+1) Ti
+
Ti(h+h_n+1-2hiA+1)
ap 2A p p2
+ (1-e)
ap 246, p p2
(6.2)
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where 0 is a weighting function such that if 0 is 0.5 the Crank-Nicolson method is
recovered; if 0 is 0, the fully explicit method is recovered; and if 0 is 1, the fully
implicit method is recovered. To avoid instabilities inherent to the explicit method it
is recommended that values of 00.5 be used. Experience obtained from this work
indicates that 0= 0.6 provides the best numerical estimates.
Transferring all head values at time n+1 for spatial nodes i-1, i, and i+1 to
the left-hand-side reduces (6.2) to
[01ap 2
aTi A + Kr")2expf2pilCsSi + 20E Ti] hiA41
[0e(aTiA P
ap2
T,lizi+1,n+1
ar. A
=(1-0)Ep--(h.-hi+ T.(h.+h.-2h.)1 2 ,n t+ ,nt- ,n z,n
+ (r1
2exp{2pi} C,Siho
where
(6.3a)71
e
At (6.3b)
(Ap)2
Equation(6.3) isvalid for all interior nodes (2 S i S I-1). The unknown head
values at tn." are on the left-hand side of(6.3)and the known head values at to are on
the right-hand side. Note that the parital derivative aTi/ap in(6.3)has not been
discretized since an analytical solution may be derived for this derivativefrom the
basis function defined by(4.8).
6.2.1 Approximating Boundary Conditions for h(r,t)
When(6.3) iscentered at the well boundary, the spatial node i-1 lies outside
the boundary and is not defined. Using the boundary simulation techniquedescribed
in Hildebrand(1968,pg.221), the spatial domain is extended one Ap to the left of pi
= 0 identifying this fictitious point as Po asillustrated in Figure6.1.The boundary
condition at the well, (3.21c) is used to eliminate the fictitious point Po in(6.3).
Approximating the boundary condition at the well, using central differences, centered
at pi = 0 (3.21c) becomes for t = to
h Q w h(-),n 2,n It
2A p 27cTi
then
(6.4a)72
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Figure 6.1 Locations of Fictitious Points Used to Simulate Boundary Conditions
(Hidebrand, 1968).(-),
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2A p 27c 7;
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(6.4b)
(6.4c)
(6.4d)
Centering (6.3) andpi =0, (6.4) is used to eliminate the fictitious nodepo.After
collecting terms at time n+1 for spatial nodes 1 and 2, (6.3) becomes for 1 < n <
N.-1
[(r w)2CsSi + 28 T1] h1A+1[26eT1 ] h2A+1
= (1-0)At
2w 1
apTi Ap
2 + 2 (1 -6) Ti e(h2slit )
27c
(2:1 ( aTi1 + 0 At{
2+ (r n2c,,svii,
2nap T1 A p
(6.5)
The same boundary simulation technique may also be applied at the radial
boundary, p = P. The spatial domain is extended oneApto the right of the radial
boundary defining this fictitious point asp(+)as shown in Figure 6.1. Approximating
the radial boundary by a central difference centered atpi =P, results in the followingdiscrete approximation for (3.21d)
h(= h +AP {1(1Ibh
4
+
1r n 1t
b1 hl#A1-1,n+1
n#1= h
A
PT
11. (Hn+1 hi,n+1)+n+11
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(6.6a)
(6.6b)
Centering (6.3) atpi =P, (6.6) is used to eliminate the fictitious nodes atpH.).After
collecting coefficients at time n+1, for spacial nodes I-1 and I (6.3) becomes for all 1
< n < N-1
pal]h1-1,n+1
{4-WY exp{2pdcsi
e Litlar,i
1 + 20ETIh1+1
2TCapT1 p
At aT, 2
27c / ap A (6.7)
6 A t{ b b1aT/ 1 )1
+ 2(1 - 0)E Ti(h1_1),h1A) + A iin+1 + CI n+1)7313
+ (rn2 exp{2p i}C sS AD,
When Dirichlet boundary conditions exist, (6.7) may be applied with X set equal to an
arbitrarily large positive real number 0(106). An alternative is to apply a constant
head at the boundary node and derive a new finite difference equation using (6.3)
centered at i = I-1. This approach results inp
h
ap2
Tr-1/-2,n+1
[(r")
2eXpi2 CsSm + 20e hr-1,n +1
arA0
=(1-8)4 +
ap2
AaT/-1 AP
{
, W)2 + vE +T./..1 I1/4, +(r )expt2pi_ilCeSi_lhi_Ln
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(6.8)
By using(6.8)the number of unknown head values at tn+i is reduced by one and will
be the approach used here whenever Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed.
6.2.2 Assembled Matrix Equations for h(r,t)
A numerical solution to the BVP defined by(3.21)may now be reduced to a
set of algebraic equations centered at each discrete node i > 1 between thetimes to to
tn+1.In matrix form these equations are represented by
= ;1 s n< N11-1 ,1 s nu <Na (6.9)
Matrix [Ail is a tridiagonal, square matrix containing the coefficients on the left-hand
side of(6.3),(6.5),and(6.7).Matrix {bi,n}.. is a column matrix containing the known
values on the right-hand sides of(6.3),(6.5),and(6.7).If Dirichlet boundary
conditions exist then(6.8)is substituted for(6.7).
Any one of a number of different methods could be used to solvethis system
of equations. However, for this work the Thomas algorithm (Vermuriand Karplus,76
1981) is chosen for its computational efficiency.
63 NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR v(r,t)
The numerical solution for v(r,t) is constructed using the same techniques
applied to the numerical solution for h(r,t) described previously. Using the
coordinate transformation described in Section 3.3 and the chain rule
(5018r = 8018p dpidrthe following BVP is obtained from (3.10) and (3.19)
(rw)2expf2p1 Cs S(p)av(P't)
aa
{T(p)av(P1(r w)2expf2p Iftp,t)
at p ap
0 < p < P ; t > 0 (6.10a)
where
flp,t) = Cs(S(P)RP)S°+
2 8T(p)
-rc
I
4T° t 7')(rw)2expi 2p)ap
With initial conditions
v(p,O) = 0
and boundary conditions
Osp sP (6.10b)
av(p t)-Q:A0 liraT( p)' ;t>0
P=0 ap 27t
(6.10c)77
av(p t)
T(P)ap'2AP,0 =
[-1{Hb(t)(h°(p ,t) +u(p,t))}-Qb(t)]T(p)au(p't)
2n ap
p = P , t > 0(6.10d)
Utilizing the same finite difference procedure which produced (6.3) results in
[Oe( aT8p
2
i APvi_10,+1 + [(7-12expf2pilCsSi + 26 Ti] viA+1
aT [Oe(
ap2
iAP+ T )vi+10,t+1
laTi
Zip
= (1 -0)e
a(vi.,
A 1
-vi + Ti(vi+i,n +vi_t. -2vi,n)
p2
+ (r W)2 exp {2pi} (Sivi + A tfiA+1 + (1-6) A tfi,)
(6.11)
This equation is valid for all interior nodes where 2 s i s I-1. Since the terms
contained within the brackets on the left-hand side of (6.11) represent the spatial
relationships between Ti and Si, it is no surprise that the terms on the left-hand side
of (6.11) and (63) are identical.
6.3.1 Approximating Boundary Conditions for v(r,t)
To simulate the boundary condition at the well, the discrete form of (6.10c)
may be utilized to eliminate the fictitious point, p 0, whichresults from centering
(6.11) at the well boundary (p1 = 0). This is the same boundary simulation
technique described in Section 6.2.1 and yields for 1 s n s N-1kr")2C.e.51 +28ET1]v1A+1- [20 e Td v2A+1
= (1-0)AtIQ:
27c
1 2
+ 2 (1-6)T1e (v2svi,n)
apTiAp
{(2v+i(aTi 2)1
27:ap Ap
+ + 0A +-6) AN
To simulate the radial boundary condition p = P, the discretized (6.10d) is
utilized to eliminate the fictitious point p(+), which results from centering (6.11) at pi
= P. After collecting coefficients at time n+1, for spatial nodesI-1 and I, (6.11)
becomes for 1 nN-1
+ 0 At
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(6.12)
[2 0 T1] vf_1)1+1
+(rw2 ) expf2p il Ce5 + [
0Atx aTI1
2napT1 ,67p-20eTI y+i
aT 2T,
=-8) At{Bi + + v1A)
apApAph
(aT
2T
+ 0AtB- + (rn,2 expf2p il[CsSivin+OAtAn+i + (1-0)Atf I
28pAP
where
B1
B2
1f vie
2-rcT/1\n
1 rHnb+1
271Tit
+(2+il(ap1,
(ire ]Q:+11 -(u)
aP I.n+1
(6.13)For Dirichlet boundary conditions, A in (6.13) is set equal to an arbitrarily large
positive real number 0(106). An analytical solution for the derivative au/apin
(6.13) may be obtained by applying the chain rule to (3.18b).
6.3.2 Assembled Matrix Equation for v(i,n)
This system of algebraic equations is represented in matrix form by
{ci4j. ;1 s n< N.11-1,1 s n" <NH
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(6.14)
Matrix [An is a tridiagonal, square matrix containing the coefficients onthe left-hand
side of (6.11),(6.12), and (6.13). The column matrix {co}.. is composedof the
known terms on the right-hand side of (6.11),(6.12), and (6.13). Thesolution for this
system of algebraic equations may be estimated byusing the Thomas algorithm as
previously described.
6.4 NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR w(r,t)
The same finite difference numerical method used for estimating h(r,t) and
v(r,t) may also be applied to the adjoint BVP. Recall that the initialcondition for the
adjoint BVP is defined at t = TN. and proceeds backwards in time. Therefore,for
each time interval n= {N,N-1,...2} and At= (re_1T.) / No. -1. After applying the
coordinate transformation given by (3.20) the following discrete equations arederived
using the methods detailed in Section 6.1T. aTi AP + CSStC ap 2
'11
{8E(aTieAP
ap2
=(1-e)qap2
+ 26 w.
LA-1
1
+ Tie(wi+1A+wi_IA-2w0)
+ (r"')2 exp { 2 pi} (CsSiewio,At (1 -6)t KA)
where
=1/14.(hiP), horn)
and
=
At the well boundary where i= 1 and Na.. < n < 1
kr '4)2 C 15+ 20ETIE]1411,n_1[2 6ETie]w2,n-1
= 2 (1 -6) Tie(w20 w1A)
+ (r 061171)i_1(1-0) Lit Yiod
For the radial boundary where i = I and Nn. < n < 1 (Note for Dirichlet
boundary conditions le is set equal to an arbitrarily large positive real number
0(106)).
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(6.15)
(6.16)[2 6 EV]W 1_1 1
[÷ (rw)2 exp{2pd css; ÷eAtle
2n
= (1-0)
aT;1--j+ 26eTelw1,n-i
8PT;OP
aT; 1
wiA
1 w1A)
it ap 2T;AP
+(rn2expl2p1i[css;w1,-e0ty1,,,_1 -(1-e)Aty,]
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(6.17)
The discretized equations represented by(6.15)through(6.17)may now be
combined into a system of algebraic equations in matrix form
[Aiw]{w4._1}= {do}n ;1 5 n < Nnll-1,1 s < NH
(6.18)
Matrix [Ail is a tridiagonal, square matrix containing the coefficients on the left-hand
side of(6.15),(6.16),and(6.17).The column matrix {d1,}.. is composed of the
known terms on the right-hand side of (6.11),(6.12), and (6.13). The Thomas
algorithm may once again be applied to solve this system of algebraic equations.
6.5 NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR J(II) AND Rik.)
Numerical solutions for the objective function(4.6)and the gradient equations
(5.5) may be determined by applying the coordinate transformation given by (3.20).
The integrals in the transformed equations may then be estimated by using the
trapezoid rule (Gerald and Wheatly,1984).82
6.6 MINIMIZATION PROCESS
The following iterative procedure is used to determine the set of flow
parameters which minimizes the objective function.
1) Choose an initial value for {ai}, {13.}, X', c(.) and set x = 0.
2) Compute the predicted piezometric head values,h,,found by using
the estimated parameters Tie, Si`, and Xe.
3) Determine the value of the objective function and if one or more of the
stopping criteria has been satisfied.If so, then the global optimum has
be obtained and the iterative process stops, otherwise continue to step
4.
4) Compute the value of wi, from the adjoint BVP.
5) Determine the directional gradients, J(.)x.
6) Norm the gradients for each group of coefficients and determine the
optimum step size using either the steepest descent or Fletcher-Reeves
gradient methods and line search procedure described in Section (5.4)
and (5.5).
7) Estimate a new set of parameters using the optimum step size and
coefficients determined in step 6.
8) Repeat steps 27 until one of the stopping criteria is satisfied.83
6.7 DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER CODE
The computer code for the parameter identification algorithm used in this
work, RPARMID, may be divided into three major components:
(1)Input Data File
(2)Pre-Processor
(3)Central Program
The source code for RPARMID may be found in Roley (1992). The followingis a
brief description of the three major components listed above.
6.7.1 Input Data File
The input data file is generated by the user and contains all the needed input
data necessary to initiate the parameter identification algorithm. At a minimumthe
input data file will contain times, pumping rates, the measured head values at each
piezometer, the radial distance to each piezometer, prior data values and location,
initial estimates of all the coefficients used in the basis functions, and an initial step
size.
6.7.2 Pre-Processor
The pre-processor reads in the input data file, interpolates the measuredhead
values at nodes located between the piezometers and scales all parametersvalues prior
to the central program. The pre-processor may also be used to createcomputer
generated or "synthetic" data either with or without the addition of"white noise" or84
random error. This data may be used for testing the parameter identification
algorithm under known conditions.
An "echo" file containing the input data called FNAME.ECO and a "read
only" file called FNAME.PPR are created by the pre-processor. The file name,
FNAME, is supplied by the user. The read only file contains data which is
unformatted and is used to transfer data between the pre-processor and the central
program.
6.7.3 Central Program
The parameter identification algorithm is contained within this component of
the source code. This basic structure provides flexibility in using the program since
the pre-processor may be changed to reflect specific proposes without altering the
central program. The pre-processor only manipulates data and does not contain any
portion of the parameter identification algorithm. The pre-processor also allows a
number of data files to be created and stored then run sequentially by the central
program.85
7.0 VERIFICATION OF THE PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM
Both "synthetic" or computer generated input data and field data were used
to test the parameter identification algorithm described in the previous chapters.
Synthetic data was generated with a known parameter distribution and either zero
error or with additional random noise. Synthetic data tests the ability of the
parameter identification algorithm to identify a known distributed parameter
system (Carrera and Neuman, 1986c).
Field data was obtained from the Oregon Water Resources Department
(OWRD) for an aquifer test conducted near Stanfield, Oregon. Stanfield is
located in the Columbia River Plateau of Northeastern Oregon and is geologically
similar to Hanford. The aquifer test was part of an ongoing investigation to
characterize productive aquifers in the region and to determine the amount of
interference between neighboring irrigation wells. Anisotropic conditions are
believed to exist due to geological features within the area, variations in the
magnitude and size of fractures within the basalt, and "pinching" out of the
aquifers (Oberlander and Almy, 1979). Large variations in the documented
results obtained using standard graphical methods support the hypothesis that
anisotropic conditions do exist within the Stanfield well test area. The measured
field data was analyzed with the parameter identification algorithm and compared
with the results report by Oberlander and Almy, 1979.86
7.1 TESTS USING SYNTHETIC DATA
Several tests were used to evaluate the parameter identification algorithm under
various theoretical conditions. These synthetic tests may be grouped into the
following categories:
1) Identification of analytical parameter distributions.
2) Stability of the parameter identification algorithm.
3) Uniqueness of the parameter estimates.
4) Effects of scaling on the identification algorithm.
5) Comparison between the steepest descent and Fletcher-Reeves gradient
methods.
6) Effects of noise on the identification algorithm.
Tests using synthetic data increase the level of confidence and understanding of the
identification algorithm prior to applying it to an actual field problem.
7.1.1 Identification of Analytical Parameter Distributions
Three theoretical distributions for transmissivity and three theoretical
distributions for storativity were used to test the ability of the algorithm to identify a
known parameter distribution.In each case the "measured" piezometric heads hm(r,t)
were computed numerically using the transformed BVPgiven by (3.21) and the
numerical method described in Section 6.2. The dimensional quantities and the
theoretical parameter distributions used are listed in Table 7.1. In each casefive
coefficients were used in the basis function (4.8) to estimate the transmissivity87
Table 7.1Parameters Used in Synthetic Tests
Rs = 1,524 m
(rw). = 0.152 m
T N. = 2 days
Scaling Parameters
Rs. = 1,524 m
Hs. = 1.0 m
T 1.0 day
Dimensional Parameters
Ts. = 8.0 m2/d
Sc' = 2.0 x 10-5
H°(r)s = 270 m
Qw(t)s = 1,528 m3/d
Indexing Parameters
I = 25
N = 21
N" = 1
Mi,M2= 5
Weights
V1, V2, V3, V4 = 1.0 V5, V6 = 0.0
Theoretical Parameter Distributions
T1(r)s= 40 m2/d
T2(r)s = (40 + 100 r' /R') m2/d
T3 (r)* = 40 Exp{1.2528--LIm2/d
R*
Sl(r)s = le
S2(r)' = 104 + 9.0 x 104 (r' /R')
S3 (r)=10-4Exp{2.3026
R*
Theoretical Coefficients for Basis Function (4.8a.b)
T1(r) : a1 =5.0; a2, a3, a4, a5 = 0
T2(r) : ai= 5.0, a2= 12.5; a3, a4, a5 = 0
T3(r) : al= 5.0, a2= 6.255, a3 = 4.026, a4= 1.295, as= 0.925
S1(r) : Bi= 5.0; 132, 133, B4, B5 = 0
S2(r) : Bi= 5.0, B2= 45.0; 83, 84, B5 = 0
S3(r) : Bi= 5.0, B2= 11.262, 83 = 16.136, 134 = 0.4933, B5 = 17.107and storativity distributions. The initial values assigned to the coefficients were:
a1= 1.0. a2,aa a= 0.0
1 , 3,4/5
and
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131 = 1.0; 132, 133, 134, 135 = 0.0
Dirichlet boundary conditions were assigned to the radial boundary. Prior data for
T(r) and S(r) was assumed for r= 0.3 meters, 762 meters, and 1524 meters. The
Fletcher-Reeves conjugate gradient method was used for each test.
The following Root Mean Square (RMS) errors a (.) were used to quantify the ability
of the algorithm to find the "true" parameter distribution:
NIB
1 2EE E ah=
n11.1 NI
(hiPm-hin:.)2 (7.1a)
(Tie- Tini)2 2 1 x-NI(Se-Sim)2
as-11 T S (7.1b,c)
(7.1d) Max.Error = hi7).11;
where is the average value of the initial head data H°(p ) in (3.21b); and
T and S are the average valuesof Tim and Sim, respectively. Numerical results are
listed in Table 72. Graphical results for selected tests are illustrated in Figures7.1
through 7.6. The solid triangles shown on these figures represent thelocation of
"measured" prior data. In these tests and all others examined, the parameters were
well estimated by the identification algorithm.Table 7.2a Parameter Identification Results for Synthetic Data with Storativity Specified
Parameters Objective Function Coefficients RMS Error (%) Total
Ite
(rax)
tio ns
Figure
T(r) S(r) Given J(1I)° jpox al ah aT
T1(r) Sl(r) 300.58 1.116 x 10-3 4.969 0.109 2.596 x10-2 25
0.146
-0.0593
-0.0574
-0.0157
T2(r) Sl(r) 611.46 0.0217 5.147 0.397 0.124 25
10.378
3.524
-0.0562
-1.596
T3(r) Sl(r) 1886.4 1.02 x 10-3 4.996 3.049 x10-3 0.1916 50
6.470
3.265
1.745
1.012
T1(r) S2(r) 252.46 1.804 x 10-3 4.969 3.855 x10-2 0.562 25 7.1
0.161
0.0108
-0.0644
-0.0933
T2(r) S2(r) 496.09 6.648 x 10-3 5.066 5.321 x10-2 1.093 25 7.2
10.836
3.390
0.0332
-1.795Table 7.2a (Cont.) Parameter Identification Results for Synthetic Data with Storativity Specified
Parameters Objective Function Coefficients RMS Error () Total
Ite
(raX)
tions
Figure
T(r) S(r) Given guy) jaw al ah aT
T3(r) S2(r) 454.64 2.756 x 10-2 5.111 0.1304 1.718 25 7.3
5.834
3.248
2.109
1.289
Tl(r) S3(r) 274.18 1.244 x 10-4 4.989 0.0121 0.167 25
0.0622
-0.0359
-0.0521
-0.0327
T2(r) S3(r) 535.09 3.02 x 10-2 5.128 0.117 1.821 50
10.317
3.474
0.239
-1.599
T3(r) S3(r) 491.07 1.32 x 104 4.988 3.89x10-3 0.150 50
6.495
3.234
1.871
0.906
8Table 7.2b Parameter Identification Results for Synthetic Data with Both Storativity and Transmissivity Unknown
Parameters Objective Function Coefficients RMS Error (%) Total
Iter.
(x)
Fig.
T(r) S(r) Mir gli)x Om al a h aS 0 T
Tl(r)S1(r) 446.482.738 x10-4 4.994 4.989 0.0142 0.111 0.192 25 7.4
0.0129 0.0585
0.0347 -0.0270
-0.0270 -0.0234
-0.0186 -0.0107
T2(r)S1(r) 715.82 0.0838 4.991 5.184 0.171 0.177 2.70 25
0.0280 9.830
0.0633 3.387
-0.0376 0.642
-0.0448 -1.450
T3(r)S1(r) 680.79 6.173 x10-4 4.993 5.010 1.234 x102 0.133 0.225 50
0.0241 6.400
0.0412 3.347
-0.0312 1.780
-0.0267 0.976
Tl(r)S2(r)2,071.9 1.990 x10-2 5.065 4.952 6.980 x10-2 2.354 1.040 50
39.158 0.371
13.175 0.0219
-0.718 -0.134
-6.661 -0.220
T2(r)S2(r)2,279.1 0.656 5.726 5.042 0.0733 5.904 1.072 50 7.5
35.805 10.894
12.480 3.573
2.063 0.376
-5.985 -2.367Table 7.2b (Cont.) Parameter Identification Results for Synthetic Data with Both Storativity and Transmissivity Unknown
Parameters Objective Function Coefficients RMS Error (%) Total
(Iter.x)
Fig.
T(r) S(r) japo gm),
Bm al an aS aT
T3(r)S2(r)2,251.6 0.443 5.529 5.013 4.958 x10-2 4.389 0.333 50
37.263 6.532
12.700 3.192
1.686 1.810
-6.493 0.974
Tl(r)S3(r)1,797.0 0.0326 5.024 4.850 0.190 0.362 2.60 50
11.770 0.678
11.112 -0.166
11.062 -0.246
11.038 -0.346
T2(r)S3(r)2,023.29.461 x10-3 5.000 5.070 5.650 x10-2 0.336 1.173 50
11.896 10.752
11.232 3.306
11.014 0.0770
10.858 -1.676
T3(r)S3(r) 1,992.45.086 x10-4 5.000 5.008 1.473 x10-2 0.335 0.228 50 7.6
11.853 6.414
11.284 3.304
10.983 1.831
10.878 0.95410
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Figure 7.1Transmissivity Estimates for Tl(r) with Storativity S2(r) in Table 7.1
Specified: (a) k = 0-4, (b) k = 21-25.20
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Figure 7.2Transmissivity Estimates for T2(r) with Storativity S2(r) in Table 7.1
Specified: (a) k = 0-4, (b) k = 21-2518
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Figure 7.3Transmissivity Estimate for T3(r) with Storativity S2(r) in Table 7.1
Specified: (a) k = 0-4, (b) k = 21-2510
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Figure 7.4.1Transmissivity Estimates for T1(r) with Storativity S1(r) in Table 7.1
Unknown: (a) k = 0-4, (b) k = 21-2597
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Figure 7.5.1Transmissivity Estimates for T2(r) with Storativity S2(r) in Table 7.1
Unknown: (a) k = 0-4, (b) k= 46-50(a)
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Figure 7.5.2Storativity Estimates for S2(r) with Transmissivity T2(r) inTable 7.1
Unknown: (a) k = 0-4, (b) k= 46-5019
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Figure 7.6.1Transmissivity Estimates for T3(r) with StorativityS3(r) in Table 7.1
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7.1.2 Stability of the Parameter Identification Algorithm
Stability of the algorithm is achieved in part, through the use of the adjoint
BVP by eliminating the need to differentiate the predicted heads with respect to
the identified parameters. In order to test the stability of the parameter
identification algorithm, the theoretical coefficients for T2(r) were used to
initialize the program with S1(r) given. The line search procedure described in
Section 5.5 was utilized until one of the convergence criteria was satisfied. Since
the theoretical coefficients for the parameters being identified were given as input
data, convergence was achieved after the first iteration with stopping criteria (2)
in Section 5.6 being satisfied and J(11) s le. The program would normally
terminate having found the global minimum. However, to test the stability of the
algorithm the program was forced to continue for a total of 50 iterations with the
line search procedure omitted and a constant step size of C(.)x = 2.0 applied.
Figure 7.7 compares the initial and final five iterations obtained for
transmissivity. The distributed parameter estimates for T2(r) oscillate about the
true theoretical values. The magnitude of these oscillations do not increase with
the number of iterations indicating the parameter identification algorithm is
stable. The magnitude of the oscillations is a function of the step size (C())
which is chosen.19
103
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Figure 7.7Stability of Transmissivity Estimates for T2(r) with Storativity S1(r) in
Table 7.1 Specified: (a) k = 0-4, (b) k = 46-50.104
7.1.3 Uniqueness of the Parameter Estimates
These tests demonstrate the role of prior data in providing unique
parameter estimates. The effect of errors contained in theprior data on
parameter estimates is beyond the scope of this work.
The effect of prior data on the estimated transmissivity distributionT2(r)
was examined using the following tests:
1)Tests A and B. For these tests S1(r) was specified and prior data
was simulated for Tm(n ) with n Q = 0.3 meters,762 meters, and
1524 meters. The parameter identification algorithm wasinitiated
with two different initial sets of values for the coefficients used to
estimate the transmissivity distribution. For Test A, a 1 = 1.0; a 2, a 3,
a4, a5 = 0.0 and for Test B, a =10.0; a 2, a 3, a4, a5 = 0.0.
2)Test C. For this test, S1(r) was again specified as in Test A with
only one prior data value Tin(%) retained at n
Q= 0.3 meters.
The results for the uniqueness tests are listed in Table 7.3.Uniqueness
Test A and B compares the sensitivity of the identification algorithm tothe initial
guess of the coefficients. The algorithmsuccessfully approximated the theoretical
solution for T(r) in Test A and B irrespective of the initial guess.The parameter
distribution estimated by the algorithm for the conditions posed in TestC is
illustrated in Figure 7.8. Note the final value of the objectivefunction in Table
7.3 was nearly the same for all three cases. Test Cclearly demonstrates the
inability of the parameter identification algorithm to find aunique solutionTable 7.3 Summary of Uniqueness Tests for T2(r) with S1(r) Specified.
Test Prior Data
Location
(m)
Iteration x = 0 Iteration x = 25 RMS Error
CC
i JOT) al J(II) an
(%)
aT
(To)
1.0 5.147
0.3 0.0 10.378
A 762.0 0.0 611.460 3.524 0.0217 0.397 0.124
1524.0 0.0 -0.0562
0.0 -1.596
10.0 5.174
0.3 0.0 10.113
B 762.0 0.0 42.762 3.525 0.0345 0.166 2.253
1524.0 0.0 0.863
0.0 -2.114
1.0 5.078
0.0 9.580
C 0.3 0.0 422.810 3.463 0.0281 0.0575 10.315
0.0 1.166
0.0 0.981106
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Figure 7.8Transmissivity Estimates for 12(r) with Storativity S1(r) in Table 7.1
Specified, Prior Data at r = 0.3 meters:(a) k = 0-4, (b) k = 21-25.107
without prior data throughout the flow domain when Dirichiet boundary
conditions are assumed to exist.
7.1.4 Effects of Scaling on the Identification Algorithm
The effect of scaling on the rate of convergence may be significant (Aoki,
1971 and Gill, 1987).Data for T2(r), Table 7.1, with S1(r) specified and
Dirichlet boundary conditions (X = oo ) were simulated for the two tests listed in
Table 7.4. Two coefficients were used to identify the Transmissivity distribution
in each test with using the initial values of a 1= 1.0 and a 2 = 0.0. Test A had the
effect of not scaling the algorithm; while Test B scales him, Si, Ri and to by their
largest values and Ti by the reference value at the well. These two tests represent
two extremes which could be applied. For both tests, prior data values for
Tni(n I) were specified at locationsn, =0.3, 762, and 1,524 meters. The effects
of not scaling terms in the objective function (4.6) are illustrated by Test A, Table
7.4 where the error in head values Jh(p) is two orders of magnitude larger than
the prior data term Jd(p) for the first iteration x = 0. This difference in
magnitude remained constant for all of the ten iterations listed in Table 7.4. With
the scaling used in Test B, Table 7.4, the error in head values Jh(p) was always
insignificant compared to the prior data term Jd(p). For Test B, the identification
algorithm converged in just two iterations. However, the head errors Jh(p) were
never greater than 10-5 because of scaling and contributed essentially nothing to
the objective function (4.6). Identification of the transmissivity parameter for TestTable 7.4 Effects of Scaling on Objective Function Terms (T2(r) Unknown, S1(1) Specified, Table 7.1).
Test H:
(m)
T:
(1112/C)
S: R:
(m)
T.
(d)
A 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
B 270.0 40.0 10-4 1524.0 2.0
Iteration
x
J(II) 401) Jd(11) Jr(II)
A B A B A B A B
0 5x105 3.09 5x105 2x10-5 5x103 3 23 -0
1 4x103 0.6 4x103 6x10-7 265 0.62 0.16
2 472 -0 445 -0 27 -0 2x10-2
3 0.27 0.25 - 0.01 1 x10-4
4 3x10-4 3x10-3 - 1x10-6 2x10-3
5 18x105 2x104 6x107 - 2x103 -
6 16x10-5 - 2x10-4 6x10-7 -0
7 25x10-5 - 3x10-4 6x10-7 - -
8 18x10-5 2x10-4 6x10-7 - -
9 18x10-5 2x10-4 6x10-7 - -
10 10x10-5 1x10-4 - 6x10-7 -
CD
00109
B was entirely the result of the prior data term Jd(p) because of scaling.
7.1.5Comparison Between the Steepest Descent and the Fletcher-Reeves
Gradient Methods
With both T2(r) and S2(r), Table 7.1, unknown and Dirichlet boundary
conditions (1 = 0.) as input, the identification algorithm was run twice usingthe
steepest descent method first and the Fletcher-Reeves gradientmethod second.
The results of this comparison are illustrated in Figure 7.9. For this test the
steepest descent method converged to a global optimum fastest.In other tests the
Fletcher-Reeves gradient method converged fastest. The experience gained here
indicates that either method will produce satisfactory results.
7.1.6 Effects of Noise on the Identification Algorithm
Errors in measured heads werewere simulated by introducing Gaussian
white noise into the synthetic head data only. The identification algorithm
searched only for the transmissivity distribution T2(r) with Sl(r) specified.Prior
data values for transmissivity Tom were simulated without noise at locations Ti
= 0.3, 762, and 1524 meters.To evaluate whether the noise was truly random,
the RMS error and maximum error in the "measured" heads was evaluatedusing
the theoretical values for T2(r). The five tests listed in Table 7.5 simulate
increasing amount of noise. The RMS and maximum error for thepredicted head
values were computed aprior (x = 0) and compared with theanticipated noise for
the "measured" heads. As shown in the first four columnsof Table 7.5, the110
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Figure 7.9Comparison Between the Steepest Descent and Fletcher-Reeves
Gradient Methods with T2(r) and S2(r), Table 7.1, Unknown.Table 7.5 Effects of Noisy Head Data on Identification of T2(r) with S1(r) Specified
Measured Heads Iteration x= 0
Test ah Max. Error cr.r al J(11) x
a P Noise a Max.Error (%) (m) (%)
(4m) (m) (4) (m)
A 5.0x10-4 ±0.003 5.23x10-4 -0.003 2.47x10-2 0.173 1.056 5.034 3.23x10-3 50
10.832
3.746
-0.0665
-2.044
B 5.0x10"3 ±0.030 5.23x10-3 0.0318 0.584 0.440 1.225 5.073 9.39x10"3 50
10.634
3.700
-0.0711
-1.805
C 2.5x10-2 ±0.152 3.14x10-2 -0.201 0.0395 0.302 1.119 5.03 0.0423 50
10.924
3.685
0.447
-2.587
D 0.05 ±0.305 0.0514 0.378 0.0677 -0.471 1.23 4.99 0.0799 46(*)
11.02
3.895
-0.141
-2.237
E 0.28 ±1.520 0.301 -1.665 0.400 2.911 3.47 5.271 9.529 23(*)
9.922
3.179
0.301
-1.311
...... . . . gori un stopped as a result of ._. _ criteriaSection 5 6.112
predicted and anticipated values at x= 0 were nearly the same for each test.
Table 7.5 indicates that the algorithm could successfully identify the
transmissivity distribution T2(r) with head noise as large as ± 0.152 meters (Tests
A-C). For Test E with head noise ± 1.52 meters, the average percent error in the
transmissivity estimates after 23 iterations was only a T = 3.5%.
7.2 CONCLUSIONS BASED ON SYNTHETIC DATA
1. The parameter identification algorithm successfully approximated the
theoretical parameter distributions.
2. The parameter identification algorithm was stable with small, bounded
oscillations about the true theoretical solution. Stability was obtained by the use
of the adjoint BVP.
3. The importance of prior data was illustrated in Figure 7.8 where the
correct parameter distribution was not identified even though the objective
function was minimized. For this case, prior data was required in order to obtain
a unique solution.
4. The effects of scaling on the objective function illustrated that improper
scaling results in some terms having no contributions to the objective function.
Proper scaling insures that all terms in the objective function are comparable.
5. Both the steepest descent and Fletcher-Reeves gradient methods
converged to a global minimum.
6. The results for noisy head data illustrated that the parameter113
identification algorithm is stable and will converge to the theoretical parameter
distribution even with random errors in the measured heads. The magnitude of
the objective function was not a good measure of the goodness of fit for the
parameters.
7.3 FIELD TEST - STANFIELD, OREGON
Between March 28 and March 31, 1979 the Oregon Water Resources
Department conducted an aquifer test within the Columbia River Basalt on a site
located six miles east of Stanfield, Oregon (See Figure 7.10). This test was part of
an ongoing effort to characterize the productive aquifers in the ColumbiaPlateau
and to determine the magnitude of the interference between irrigation wells
within the local area. Similarities between this site and the RRL at Hanford
provides an excellent opportunity to test the parameter identification algorithm
developed here on an actual field problem.
7.3.1 Geology of the Stanfield Site
The geology at the Stanfield site is similar to Hanford and is characterized
by a number of nearly horizontal flow layers 23 to 61 meters thick (Oberlander
and Almy, 1979). The interflow zones and flow tops are vesicular and/or highly
fractured. The interflow zones are relatively shallow in depth but are extensive in
area resulting in a number of productive aquifers.
Various geological structures are either known to exist as shown on FigureWASHNOT3N
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Figure 7.10Stanfield Well Test Location (Scale: 1" '='; 1200 meters).115
7.10 or have been inferred for test results. An extension of theDallas-Umatilla
syncline is believed to extend northwest-southeast across the test area.Test
results indicate some type of flow barrier located on the west sideof well test
area. The actual location and extentof this barrier is not known since no physical
evidence of their existence could be found by the researchersin the field.
73.2 History of Wells Within the Test Area
Details for each of the wells within the test area aresummarize in Table
7.6. Note the wells are only cased within theunconsolidated zone and are open
to an undetermined number of interflow zones.Therefore, the flow parameters
identified represent a composite of several productive aquifers.This is a common
practice for irrigation wells, but is in sharp contrast to theHanford site where
aquifer tests are designed to investigate an individual flowlayer or interflow zone.
Depths of the wells range for 183 to 312 meters withseveral artesian wells in the
area.
7.3.3 Description of the Well Test
The well test was performed by OWRD personnel onMarch 28-30, 1979.
Well G3 served as the pumped well and six nearbyirrigation wells were
monitored during both the drawdown and recoveryperiods. These wells are
located on Figure 7.10 Elevations for theobservation wells and their distances
from the pumped well, as determined fromtopographical maps, are listed inTable 7.6 Description of Wells Used in the Stanfield Pump Test (Oberlander & Almy, 1979)
Well Diameter
(cm)
Total Depth
(m)
Depth Cased
(m)
Completion
Date
Production
at
Completion
(m3/d)
Initial
Head (m)
3-28-79
Radial
Distance
to Pumped
Well G3 (m)
Method(b)
of
Measuring
Head
GI 38.1 183 5.5 10-03-77 21,800 258 1,844 2
G2 38.7 183 8.5 10-18-77 27,796 257 2,164 2
G3(a) 38.1 203 9.75 01-05-78 32,471 270 0 1
G4 38.7 290 7.0 02-01-78 21,800 259 1,295 3
K1 39.4 229 14.6 02-27-78 21,800 253 2,774 1
Z3 40.6 312 24 12-30-77 244 4,237 2
Z4 31.1 145 10.7 03-07-79 211 3,901 4
Notes to Table 7.6:
(a) Well G3 is the pumped well.
(b) The following methods were used to obtain the measure head values
1.Airline and calibrated pressure gauge
2. Artesian well, pressure monitored with calibrated gauge
3.Soil test electric tape
4. Stephens Type F Recorder117
Table 7.6.
Adjacent property owners were contacted by department personnel and
agreed to refrain from pumping for 24 hours prior to the well test. Since the
usual irrigation season doesn't begin until April, it may be assumed that little
pumping had taken place within the area for a number of months prior to the
March pump test (based on discussions with OWRD personnel). Therefore, it
will be assumed that the groundwater flow system was at steady state prior to
initiating the well test.
Well G3 was pumped at an average rate of 4,800 gpm (26,160m3/d) for a
total of 46 hours, 8 minutes beginning a 12:12 p.m. March 28, 1979. Flow
measurements were made with a Polysonics model UFM-PD noninvasive
ultrasonic flowmeter calibrated by Portland Water Works. Water was pumped
against a constant head into a storage reservoir located on the landowners
property.
The instruments used to measure water levels in the wells are listed in
Table 7.6. All pressure gauges were calibrated, prior to the pump test, in the
Civil Engineering Lab at Oregon State University. The measured head data is
listed in Appendix D.
During the well test, no significant change in head was observed at Wells
Z4 and Z3. This led to the conclusion that some type of efficient boundary exists
between these two wells and Well G3. No physical evidence to support the
existence of such a boundary could be found (Oberlander and Almy,1979).118
Aquifer test data was evaluated by OWRD personnel using both the Theis
non-equilibrium well method and the Copper-Jacob modified non-equilibrium well
method. Results for these evaluations, as reported by Oberlander and Almy
(1979), are tabulated in Table 7.7. A large amount of variability may be observed
in the computed results found in Table 7.7 depending on whether the data was
evaluated during the drawdown or recovery phase of the test and whether data
was selected during the early, middle, or late portion of the testperiod.
Transmissivity values range from 5704 m2/d (61,400 ft2/d) for early data analyzed
at well G3 to 325 m2/d (3500 ft2/d) using the Theis graphical method for well Ki.
A similar variation is also observed in the computed storativity values ranging
from 1.3E-4 to 1.7E-5.
Oberlander and Almy (1979) reported an average transmissivity value of
632 m2/d, which they used to predict a drawdown of 16.4 meters (54 feet) from a
well 1524 meters (5000 feet) away, when well G3 is pumped at a constant rate of
26,160 m3/d (4800 gpm) for a period of 10 days. A similar result was obtained
when using the reported average flow parameters and the fully numerical method
described in Section 3.3.
7.4FIELD TEST OF THE PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM
An effective radius of influence (Re) of 25,000 meters was calculated for a
time of 1.92 days using the reported average storativity (7.35E-5) and
transmissivity (632 m2/d) values and a constant pumping rate of 26,160m3/d.Table 7.7 Results for the Stanfield Pump Test Using Standard Graphical Methods
Wells
Radial
Distance
(m)
Transmissivity (m2/d) Storativity
Drawdown Phase Recovery Phase Drawdown Phase Recovery Phase
G2 2,164 (Th) 706 (CJ) 1,189 (E,J) 1.9 x 10-5 (CJ) 1.7 x 10-5
(E,CJ) 1,394 (L,CJ) 4.0 x 10-5
(L,CJ) 539
G3 0 (E,CJ) 5,704 (E,CJ) 3,270
(M,CJ) 780 (M,CJ) 1,440
(L,Th) 938 (L,CJ) 687
G4 1,295 (Th) 687 (E,CJ) 1,858 (E,CJ) 9.2 x 10-5(E,CJ) 3.5 x 10-5
(E,CJ) 836 (L,CJ) 836 (L,CJ) 1.3 x 104(L,CJ) 9.3 x 10-5
(L,CJ) 530
K1 2,774 (Th) 325 (CJ) 1,031 (CJ) 5.3 x 10-5 (CJ) 2.2 x 10 5
(CJ) 585
Legend: Th= Theis Method; CJ= Copper Jacob Method; E= Early Data; M= Middle Data; L= Late Data120
The effective radius of influence is the distance from the pumping well to a point
in the flow domain where at the end of the pump test, only an arbitrarily small
change in head is predicted assuming Theis conditions prevail. The method used
to determine Re is described in McWhorter and Sunada (1977) pages182-183.
The distance to the radial boundary may now be set equal to Re and assigned
dirichlet boundary conditions.
Measured head values for wells G3, G4, and Kl, recorded during the
Stanfield pump test, were used as input data for the parameter identification
algorithm. The pumping rate and times were as reported in Oberlander and
Almy (1979). Prior data was selected from the reported results for wells G3,G4,
and K1 using the average values reported in Table 7.7. An additional prior data
value, equal to the value chosen for K1, was applied at the radial boundary to
constrain the solution. Input parameters used in analyzing the Stanfield well test
data are given in Table 7.8.
Measured head values were collected in the field at different times for the
pumped well and the piezometers. Therefore, the head values collected at the
piezometers had to be linearly interpolated to correspond to the time values
recorded for the pumped well (G3). Based on the results illustrated in Figure
3.3b, measured head values were linearly interpolated between the piezometers
and the pumped well for values of p .
To evaluate the sensitivity of the Stanfield well test data to Transmissivity
and Storativity, a series of constant T(r) and S(r) values, overseveral orders of121
Table 7.8Parameters Used in Analyzing the Stanfield Well Test Data.
R' = 25,000 m
(rw)s = 0.381 m
Test A&B
T N" = 1.92 days
Dimensional Parameters
Test C
T N: = 2.42 days
Qw(t). = 26,160 m3/d
H°(r) = 270.0 m
Scaling Parameters Indexing Parameters
Test A&BTest C
12; = 20,000 m Ts. = 25.0 m2/d I= 25 I = 25
Hs' = 1.0 m Sc' = 1.11 x 10-5 N= 47 N = 47,29
vs* = 1.0 day N"= 1 N" = 2
M1,M,= 5M1,M2= 5
Weights
V1, V2, V3, V4 = 1.0 V5, V6 = 0.0
Prior Data
r1 = 0.381 m Tim = 2,136.0 m2/d
r2 = 1,295 m T2m = 949.4 m2/d
r3 = 2,774 m Tam = 647.0 m2/d
r4 = 25,000 m Tim = 647.0 m2/d
V' = 8.75 x 10-5
S2m = 8.49 x 10-5
= 8.12 x10-5
S4m = 3.75 x 10-5122
magnitude, were provided as input data with the parameters given in Table 7.8.
The RMS error between the predicted and measured head values (a h) wasused
to compare the results provided in Table 7.9. As shownin Table 7.9, the
reported average values of T(r) and S(r) are within the range of valuesproducing
the smallest RMS error for this series of tests.
Estimates of transmissivity and storativity were obtained from the
parameter identification algorithm for the following test cases:
1)Case A. S(r) was given and T(r) was identified with only drawdown
field data provided.
2)Case B. Both S(r) and T(r) were identified with only drawdown
field data provided.
3)Case C. Both S(r) and T(r) were identified with both drawdown
and recovery field data provided.
The initial values assigned to the coefficients were:
al = 50.0; a2, a3, a4, a5 = 0.0
and
131 = 100.0; B2, 133, 134, I35 = 0.0
The results of these tests are contained in Table 7.10.Table 7.9
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RMS and Maximum Error of Predicted Head Values for the Stanfield Well
Test Given Constant Values of T(r) and S(r) Over Several Orders of
Magnitude.
RMS Error ah(%) (Max. Error(m))
(m2 /d)
So
10-3 104 10-5
25,000 3.71 3.66 3.63
(23.85) (23.67) (23.70)
2,500 14.48 1.24 1.79
(-105.58) (8.617) (10.533)
250 14.65 19.12 24.40
(-106.25) (-124.75) (-144.54)
When the average values of Transmissivity, 632 m2/d, and Storativity, 7.35 x 10, as
reported by Oberlander and Almy (1979), were used to predict the head values, a h = 5.26
and the maximum error was -38.70 meters.Table 7.10Parameter Identification Results for the Stanfield Well Test Data.
Test
Objective Function Coefficients RMS Error
an(%)
Max.Error
(m)
Total
Iterations
Stopping
Criteria joir Ally
B
A 2,067.1 1,288.4 58.25 1.063 -7.26 50 1
-124.98
-3.58
24.00
33.91
B 25,397 1582.3 224.95 69.13 0.634 -4.67 37 2
-2.78 -127.08
-14.65 10.87
-19.59 52.85
-24.65 71.77
C 25,222 827.2 226.88 58.56 0.904 7.57 50 1
-10.07 -127.98
-14.32 2.84
-18.51 23.39
-23.11 31.61125
7.5 CONCLUSIONS BASED ON FIELD TEST RESULTS
The results contained in Table 7.10 show that the parameter identification
algorithm was able to successfully identify a distributed parameter system which
provided a smaller RMS error than obtained using standard graphical methods.
A more accurate estimate of the flow parameters could not be obtained for the
following reasons:
1)The radial BVP (3.21) is one dimensional and therefore, only
provides an approximation of the actual field conditions.
2)The amount of error in the prior data values selected is unknown.
3) The impact of the Da lles-Umatilla Syncline on flow to Well G3 is
unknown and cannot be evaluated with this algorithm.
4) The selection of a Dirichlet boundary condition, although the most
logical choice given the field data provided, may not accurately
represent the true field conditions.126
8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
It is hoped that this work has provided some new insight and understanding of
parameter identification in the field of hydrogeology. However, there is still a need
for additional research to find an efficient algorithm which can consistently estimate a
unique set of flow parameters. There are several areas where additional effort is
needed as it concerns the worked described here.
8.1 EXTENSION OF THE HYBRID ANALYTICAL-NUMERICAL SOLUTION
A new hybrid analytical-numerical solution for predicting piezometric heads
was described in Chapter 3.0. This method is capable of producing more accurate
results than the more standard finite difference numerical methods, particularly
during the early portion of a pump test.
This method could also be applied to a two-dimensional confined aquifer.It
may also be useful to combine the two estimating methods described in Chapter 3.0
such that the hybrid analytical-numerical method is applied when evaluating the early
pump test data and switched to a totally numerical method for the later values of
time.
8.2RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM
The following sections describe areas where future efforts should be directed
to improve the parameter identification algorithm developed as a part of this work.127
8.2.1 Selection of the Basis Function
In Chapter 4.0 a simple polynomial series was described as the basis function
used to estimate the unknown distributed parameters. Other basis functions should
be explored, such as Chebyshev polynomials, to determine what benefit they may
have on the parameter identification algorithm.
It is also recommended that log- transmissivity values be utilized similar to
Neumann, 1980c. This has the advantage of preventing the algorithm from predicting
negative transmissivity values which are physically impossible and will result in
numerical instabilities. The prediction of negative transmissivity values were avoided
here by scaling T(r) and S(r) large enough so negative values were unlikely to be
predicted.
8.2.2 Selection of Prior Data
The importance of prior data in identifying unique parameters has been
emphasized throughout this work. However, from a practical standpoint, there are
still many unanswered questions concerning how to obtain prior data values.One
possibility is the use of established curve fitting methods to estimate prior data values
near a pumping well as described in Chapter 7.0. This appears alogical choice since
these methods would most likely be used in conjunction with a parameter
identification algorithm to determine approximate values of the unknown flow
parameters. Further research is needed to determine the usefulnessand accuracy of
curve fitting methods for determiningprior data values. In addition, there is also a128
need for a better understanding of the optimum number and location of prior data
values.
8.2.3 Improved Line Search Technique
The line search procedure described in Chapter 5.0 is capable of determining
the optimum step size needed to minimize the objective function using the gradient
vectors for the current iteration. However, this method is computationally intensive.
Use of Newton's method as described in Neuman (1980) may provide a more
efficient algorithm. Future research is needed to explore other methods of
optimizing the step size used in the parameter identification algorithm.
8.2.4 Evaluation of 41:1)
A Tikhonov regularization term (4.5) was added to the objective function to
improve stability, as described in Section 4.4. Evaluating the benefit this term
provides to the parameter identification algorithm was beyond the scope of this work
and further evaluation is needed.
There are two potential problems which may occur when using Jr(TI) in the
parameter identification algorithm:
1) The basis function (4.8) used to estimate the parameters is a simple
polynomial and is smooth. It is not anticipated that wide variations in
the estimated parameters are possible when using (4.8) and very little
benefit will be gained from jr()II.129
2) When computing the gradients (5.5a,b) used in the line search
procedure (Section 5.5), the contribution from Jr(II) is always positive-
definite.If this term is allowed to become large, relative to the other
terms in (5.5a,b), the resulting gradient may have the wrong sign.If
this occurs the algorithm will not converge to the local minimum.130
LIST OF SYMBOLS
A Aspect ratio
Assembled coefficient matrix for h(r,t) BVP
[Ail Assembled coefficient matrix for v(r,t) BVP
Assembled coefficient matrix for w(r,t) BVP
Ab Bulk vertical compressibility of the porous medium
a(r,t) Boltzman variable
B Compressibility of the fluid
{131,.} Column matrix containing known terms from the discretized BVP for
h(r,t)
Ce Coefficient of thermal expansion
C° S°
{co} Column matrix containing known terms from the discretized BVP for
v(r,t)
D Depth of the confined aquifer, assumed constant
{di} Column matrix containing known terms from discretized BVP for
w(r,t)
dx Directional vector for the xth iteration
Basis functions used in approximating the estimated parameters Tc(r)
and Se(r)
Fourier number
F2 Froude number
f(r,t) Forcing function for v(r,t) BVP
G Grashof Number131
Positive multiple of the gradient vectors used in Fletcher-Reeves
gradient method
H Dimensionless scaling parameter for head
Hs Reference head used to scale all other head values.
Hb(t) Head adjacent to the radial boundary
h(r,t) Piezometric head
hm(r,t) Measured head values
hm(r,t) Predicted head values
H°(r) Initial head distribution at t= 0
I Total number of spacial nodes
i Radial index parameter
J(II) Objective function or error criterion
Ja(11) Prior data term in objective function
4(1) Least squares error between measured and predicted heads
-1.101) Least squares error between measured and predicted heads for the
final value of time.
Jr(11) Regularization term in the objective function
j Index parameter for basis function for r(r)
K Permeability ratio
k Intrinsic permeability
kr Intrinsic permeability in the radial direction
lcz Intrinsic permeability in the vertical direction
ki. Vertical permeability scale132
k1 Vertical permeability scale
k2 Radial permeability scale
L Length of the water column
1 Index parameter for prior data terms
M Total number of prior data storativity values
Me Vertical temperature gradient
N" Total number of time intervals dividing the total test duration
n" Index parameter for time intervals
N Total number of times during time interval n"
n Temporal index parameter
nv Outward pointing unit normal
P Value of rho at the radial boundary
P Pressure
Po Reference pressure
PA Atmospheric pressure
Q Sources and sinks within the flow domain
Q Flow ratio scaling parameter
Qw(t) Flow at the well during time (t)
Q °(t) Flux rate across the radial boundary
Qon. Constant pumping rate during time interval (n")
Q"..(0 Variable pumping rate during time interval (n")
q Seepage velocity133
qi Scale for radial seepage velocity
q2 Scale for vertical seepage velocity
clr Radial seepage velocity
qz Vertical seepage velocity
R Distance to the radial boundary
92 Reynolds number
rw Radius of the well
r Radial distance
S(r) Storitivity
So Reference storativity at the well
Ss Specific Storage
Se(r) Estimated storitivity
Sm(r) Measured storitivity
T(r) Transmissivity
To Reference transmissivity at the well
Te(r) Estimated transmissivity
TT) Measured transmissivity
t Time
U( ) Heaviside step function
u(r,t) Drawdown resulting from Theis integral equation
VI( )..V6( -) Weights for terms within the objective function
v(r,t) Drawdown resulting from numerical portion of the hybridanalytical-
numerical solution134
W Weight used in the Gauss-Laguerre solution
w(r,t) Solution to the adjoint BVP
x Iteration index parameter
Z Weight used in the Gauss-Laguerre method
z Vertical distance from mean sea level, positive upwards
Greek Symbols
a. jth coefficient in the basis function used to estimate transmissivity
On, mth coefficient in the basis function used to estimate storativity
'Y Specific weight of the fluid
'Yo Reference specific weight of the fluid
5 Conjugate gradient
Lt/Ip2
Optimum step size along a directional vector
Index for transmissivity prior data
0 Temperature of the fluid
eo Reference temperature of the fluid
eMSL Temperature of the fluid at mean sea level
Scaling parameter for radial permeability
X Leakage coefficient at the radial boundary
Estimated leakage coefficient at the radial boundary
Dynamic viscosity
v Kinematic viscosity135
Index for storitivity prior data
lr Pi
II The set of all parameters to be identified
P Transformed radial distance
ah RMS error for the head values
o'T RMS error for the transmissivity values
as RMS error for the storativity values
0 Porosity
00 Reference porosity
ir(z) Temperature correction coefficient
0 Angular distance
7 (*) Final value of time for time interval ()136
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DERIVATION OF IDENTITIES USED IN CONTINUITY EQUATION
Two identities resulting from the continuity equation are
a(4)y) a ad)
4) 1- Y
at at at
and
a(4)Y)- ay a4) ay y + 2-- + 4)
a2t a2t at at a2t
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(A.1)
(A.2)
Arelationship between these identities and head dependent terms is needed in
deriving the flow equation described in Chapter2.0.The partial derivative of -y and (f
with respect to time, can be obtained from the constitutive relationships and(2.4).The
partial derivative of(2.1)with respect to time is
ay
at rat
(A.3)
Arelationship for ap/at may be found by differentiating(2.4)and substituting into the
result the constitutive relationship for -y yielding
apyil +IFL)ah (A.4)
at y ) at
Substituting(A.4)into(A.3)results in
ayy2B( 117 7z L)ah
at at
Similarly by(2.2)
(A.5)A
at
= A
b
4)a-P-
at
which after substituting(A.4)becomes
at
AA.1, 4.11izLjah
at1 I ell T 1Tat
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(A.6)
(A.7)
The results obtained in(A.5)and(A.7)may now be used with(A.1)resulting in
a( Y)- y24)(Ab+B)(1+ --
T
ill
L)_3h
at at
(A.8)
The second partial derivatives with respect to time in(A.2)may be derived using
the preceding relationships. By(A.5)
ay (1 4.11zL)ah+yB21 +7z/, 117zah2 y2B
32t 7alt 7
+
7 YBa2t
By (A.7)
= A11+1zL){(1) {
ah,8yah ack ah,IFzah
b IF Y-5-2t+LPat at+Y-Ftat÷wYIIt
Substituting(A.5)and(A.7)yields
J LI )= Ab4)y1(1 +ILY3/-1- +yA,,i(1+TzL)2(ii. B )+"zj(ah)2}
alt Ta2t 7 Ab7 Y Abalt
Substituting(A.5), (A.7), (A.9)and(A.11)into(A.2)results in
(A.9)
(A.10)
(A.11)142
at(1)y)y24)Bil
Bb a2t B
(A.12)
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IFah
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF PARTIAL DERIVATIVES a2u
-it' 737.' andare
Computation of the forcing function, f(r,t) is made easier by substituting analytical
expressions for the partial derivatives found in (3.10b). These partial derivatives are
derived from the Theis integral (3.9)
au :
2 2
(r t) =
Q,:,
exp{-c
s
r}{Csr 1I,
at 47cT° 0 4C°(t-e) 4C '0-03(t-t')2
QC',' { 2 1
au(r,t) afexpc
s
r Csr
ar 4Tc T° Jo 4C°(t-t")}[2C°(t-02]
(3.16a)
(3.16b)
a2u(r,t) =
Csr2}[C r2s Csldtr
(3.16c)
are
-Q:11
t
4nT°foexP4C°(t -t)4(C °)2(t -032C°0-02
where C°= T° /S °.Introducing the change of variables
o)
transforms (3.16) into
c5r2s°
4 r(t-e)
au
at
So
(r,t)=
Q:202f (exp{-6 '}o 'exp{ -01)tho
00
a(r,$)
(B.1)144
-(r,t)
au
a2u
C co
ni exp{ca ')dco
(...) '} (Ica'co 'exp{ o)'})tha
Csr2S°
=
(B.2)
(B.3)
(3.12b)
27crT°avm
c.
Q_ 1
{
are
where
exp f (-
nr2ravm 2
a(r,t)
4 T°t
The integral
CO
f(0'eXpi--(01dG)'
a(r,t)
found in (B.1) and (B.3) may be evaluated by parts yielding
f-co 'exp { -co '} tho= co 'exp{ -ca ') If exp{-co '} cloa
a(r,t) a(r,t)
a(r>t)
Substituting (B.5) into (B.1) results in
:1"S ° au (2 (r,t)= 6.) 'exp{ co '} I
at itCi2(r)2 a(r,t)
Evaluating (B.6) at the upper and lower limits results in
(B.5)
(B.6)au(r,t) -42: 'ftga(r,t) exp {a(r,t) }
at it Csr2(r)2
which reduces to
C
au(r,t) "exp -a(r,t)
at 47r T°t
Integrating (B.2) from a(r,t) to CO results in
2
ali Q nil
ar
(r,t)
2n Te'r
exp { -a(r,t) }
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(B.7)
(3.18a)
(3.18b)
Using the results obtained in (B.6) in (B.3) and evaluating the resulting integral as before
2 a2u 42
n l2 -a(r,t) 1]
ar 2nrr2
(3.18c)
These results may be checked by recalling the definition of the forcing function
iswau(r,t)T(r)aT(r)1 au(r,t)Twa2u(r,t) f(r,t) (B.8)
at Ir arjar ar 2
and evaluating (B.8) for the special case when T(r) = rr, S(r) = S° and aT(r)/ar = 0.
Under these conditions the parabolic diffusion equation for u(r,t) is satisfied and f(r,t)
-=- 0.Substituting (B.7) for au/at, (3.18b) for au/ar, and (3.18c) for a2u/ar2 into (B.8)146
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C
°
f(
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r,t) n[a(r,t) exp{ -a(r,t) }a(r,t) exp {-a(r,t)} ]
rT
(B.9)
+ n
2rcr2T°
rexp{a(r,t)}exp fa(r,t) 1]
and f(r,t)7,--.0.
Therefore, the derivation is assumed to be correct.147
APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF THE ADJOINT BVP
The
Csse,riahP)'"
1 a---
r ar
with initial
V(r,O)
and boundary
limrTe(r)(_ahP)
r=r. -0
rTe(r)(ahP)'
first variational
+ Cs(S er
at
'
[ ,ahP(r t)
1
of the radial flow
ahP(r,t)1 a
BVP
rTe(r)
< R,
t
(r)
(3.1)
ahP
is
0
hp(rmi;
(C.1.1)
(C.1.2)
(C.1.3)
(C.1.4)
at r ar
-0 rw < r
rwsrsR
P(r,t)
0;
ar
t >
> 0
iii b(t)
:0'1
ar
condition
= 0;
conditions
ar
ahP(r,t)
r(2,1'ah
ay-
le (h p)
ar ar 2 Tc
r = R,t > 0
where ()/ represents small variations in the parameters ().
Multiplying (C.1.1) by the scaler w(r,t) and integrating over the spacial and
temporal domains yieldst Nil R
f dt f Cise(r)(Iil
at
Ia{ (ahP).
r ar
rTe(r)
ar
+ C s(Se)ah P(r,t)
at
1a[r(r), ahP(r,t) = 0
r ar ar
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(C.2)
Integrating the first term in (C.2) by parts with respect to time and the third and fourth
terms by parts with respect to (r) results in
R TNII
f CAS e (r)W fry0 (h PY Irdr
o Ti.
TN// D.
f dtf CAS e(r) awat (r't)+r ar
1 a [r Te(r)aw
ar
(r't)1}(hP)'rdr
o rw
TnN R
+fdt I Cs(Se).
ahPa(r,t)w(r,t) rdr
r o.
TN" R
+f dt f (T e). ahP(r't)aw(r't)rdr
0 ar ar r-
TN" R
r[rTe(r)(ahP)+r(Te).ahP(rAirw(r,t)
o ar j
'r Nu
R
+f{rTe(r)aw(r't) (hilldt = 0
o ar .
(C.3)
Evaluating the first integrand in (C.3) at t= 0 using (C.1.2), and the final two integrands
in (C.3) at r= rs" and r= R using (C.1.3) and (C.1.4) yieldsT Nil R
I dt f C sS e(r)8hPa(tr't) w(r,t)rdr
0 ,w
TN" R
+f dt f (Te)'ahP(r,t) aw(r,t)rdr
o w ar ar
r
TN //
+f (11111 b(t)hP(r,t)jw(r,t)dt + X = 0
0
where
t NM R
X =f dt
aWfr,t) I{CSe(r)
at r a [
1ar[rTewawa(rrAllOPYrdr
r w
R TN//
+f CsSe(r)w(r,t //) (h PY rdrf (11 w(R,t)dt
r . 0
T N" R aWfr,t)
+f [rT e(r) dt
ar,,w
0
The adjoint equation is found by requiring that X --7-:0, resulting in
aw(r,t)1 ar aw(r,01
C sS e(r)at raril. ari
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(C.4.1)
(C.4.2)
(C.5.1)
The initial and boundary conditions result from the requirement that all the remaining
term in (C.4.2) resulting from the integration by parts go to zero (Friedman, 1956).
Therefore, the initial condition is
w(r,T N11) = 0 ;rwsrsR
and the boundary conditions are
(C.5.2)rTe(r)aw(r 't)0
r=r w-0 ar
r Te (r)aw(r,t) w(r ,t)
ar
;t < Tpe
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(C.5.3)
;t < T Nll,r = R (C.5.4)
The homogenous adjoint BVP described by (C.5) has homogeneousinitial and
boundary conditions given V = 0 or V = co (i.e. Neumann orDirichlet boundary
conditions). Given either of these conditions w(r,t) = 0 for all (r) and (t).
The classical derivation of the adjoint equation utilizes the flowequation itself
(3.1a) rather than its first variational resulting in
R T"
f [CAS e (r)w(r ,t)h P (r ,t) Irdr
U
w.
TN" R
f dt f C,,S e(r)awfr 't)+ r 1 a e(r)aw(r,t)i}hP(r,t)rdr
o rw
{ i
at r ar ar
R
+1 [rTe(r)aw(r,t) h P(r,t)] = 0
ar o rw
(C.6)
A comparison between (C.6) and the first, second and last termsin (C.3) shows the
similarity in these results when using the classical derivation. A particularsolution to
the adjoint BVP is found by adding (C.4) to the first variationalof the objective function
(5.1) resulting in=
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The adjoint BVP described by (5.3) is determined by requiring that X =-= 0 in (C.7).
The adjoint operator originates from the first integral.The initial condition for the
adjoint BVP results from forcing the second and third integrals to zero. The boundary
conditions are obtained by requiring the final two integrals to go to zero.153
APPENDIX D
MEASURED DATA FOR STANFIELD WELL TEST
The following measured head data was obtained from the Oregon Department
of Water Resources (ODWR) as reported in Oberlander and Almy (1979). The
aquifer test was performed in the area of Stage Gulch Ranch near Stanfield, Oregon
on March 28 - 30, 1979. A site map of the well test area is provided in Figure 7.10.
Radius of the Pumped Well (G3): 0.191 meters (0.625 ft.)
Average Pumping Rate During the Test: 26,160 m3/day (4,800 gpm)
Total Test Duration: 58 hrs. 23 mins.
Pumping Phase :46 hrs. 12 mins.
Recovery Phase: 12 hrs. 11 mins.
Well
Initial Head
(m) (ft.)
Dist. to Pumped Well
(m) (ft.)
G3 270.05 886.00
G4 258.78 849.00 1609.34 5280.00
G2 256.64 842.00 2019.30 6625.00
K1 252.98 830.00 3252.22 10670.00154
Measured Head Data Well G3
Time
(min)(day)
Drawdown
(m)(ft)
Head
(m)(ft)
00.0000 0.00 0.00 270.05886.00
40.0028 17.1056.10 252.95829.90
50.0035 17.2856.70 252.77829.30
70.0049 17.4757.30 252.59828.70
100.0069 17.4757.30 252.59828.70
130.0090 17.475730 252.59828.70
150.0104 17.475730 252.59828.70
200.0139 17.6557.90 252.40828.10
250.0174 17.6557.90 252.40828.10
300.0208 17.8058.40 252.25827.60
350.0243 17.9258.80 252.1382720
400.0278 17.9859.00 252.07827.00
450.0313 17.9859.00 252.07827.00
500.0347 17.9859.00 252.07827.00
600.0417 17.8058.40 252.25827.60
700.0486 17.9859.00 252.07827.00
800.0556 17.9859.00 252.07827.00
900.0625 18.1759.60 251.89826.40
1050.0729 18.1759.60 251.89826.40
1200.0833 183560.20 251.70825.80
1350.0938 18.3560.20 251.70825.80
1500.1042 18.5060.70 251.5582530
1650.1146 18.6 61.10 251.43824.90
1800.1250 18.661.10 251.43824.90
2000.1389 18.5060.70 251.55825.30
2200.1528 18.5060.70 251.55825.30
2400.1667 18.686130 251.37824.70
2700.1875 18.686130 251.37824.70
3000.2083 19.0562.50 251.00823.50
3300.2292 19.2363.10 250.82822.90
3600.2500 19.3963.60 250.67822.40
4200.2917 195764.20 250.48821.80155
Measured Head Data Well G3 (Cont.)
Time
(min)(day)
Drawdown
(m)(ft)
Head
(m)(ft)
45003125 20.2766.50 249.78819.50
4680.3250 20.2766.50 249.78819.50
52803667 20.4567.10 249.60818.90
6480.4500 20.9768.80 249.08817.20
7530.5229 20.8568.40 249.20817.60
9480.6583 21.8571.70 2482081430
10260.7125 22.047230 248.02813.70
11460.7958 22.2272.90 247.83813.10
12710.8826 23.267630 246.80809.70
14210.9868 23.4476.90 246.61809.10
16031.1132 24.1479.20 245.91806.80
17881.2417 243579.90 245.70806.10
20731.4396 24.6680.90 24539805.10
27261.8931 252182.70 244.85803.30
27681.9222 25.5483.80 244.51802.20
2768.51.9226 13.9345.70 256.1284030
27691.9229 11.8338.80 258.23847.20
2769.51.9233 11.1336.50 258.93849.50
27701.9236 10.9435.90 259.11850.10
277051.9240 10.763530 25929850.70
27711.9243 10.9435.90 259.11850.10
27721.9250 10.763530 259.29850.70
27731.9257 10.9435.90 259.11850.10
27741.9264 10.2433.60 259.81852.40
27751.9271 10.423420 259.63851.80
27761.9278 10.2433.60 259.81852.40
27771.9285 10.2433.60 259.81852.40
27781.9292 9.8832.40 260.18853.60
27801.9306 10.0633.00 259.99853.00
27831.9326 10.0633.00 259.99853.00
27881.9361 9.6931.80 260.36854.20
27931.9396 9543130 260.51854.70
27981.9431 93630.70 260.7085530
28031.9465 93630.70 260.7085530
28081.9500 9.1730.10 260.88855.90
28181.9569 9.1730.10 260.88855.90
28281.9639 8.9929.50 261.0685650
28381.9708 8.9929.50 261.0685650
28481.9778 8.2927.20 261.76858.80156
Measured Head Data Well G3 (Cont.)
Time Drawdown Head
(min)(day) (m)(ft) (m)(ft)
28581.9847 82927.20 261.76858.80
28681.9917 8.6628.40 261.40857.60
28982.0125 8.2927.20 261.76858.80
32232.2382 6.8922.60 263.16863.40
35032.4326 6.0019.70 264.0586630
Measured Head Data Well G4
Time Drawdown Head
(min)(day) (m)(ft) (m)(ft)
00.0000 0.000.00 258.78849.00
580.0403 0.913.00 257.86846.00
3200.2222 2.718.90 256.06840.10
3920.2722 3.0810.10 255.70838.90
47303285 3.5711.70 255.2183730
5330.3701 3.8412.60 254.93836.40
57303979 4.0213.20 254.75835.80
7350.5104 4.6915.40 254.08833.60
10160.7056 5.6718.60 253.11830.40
11850.8229 6.2220.40 252.56828.60
13540.9403 6.8622.50 251.92826.50
15251.0590 7.1923.60 251.58825.40
17051.1840 7.6525.10 251.12823.90
191213278 8.1126.60 250.67822.40
20881.4500 8.5027.90 25027821.10
27061.8792 9.7231.90 249.05817.10
27481.9083 9.8132.20 248.96816.80
28081.9500 9.0529.70 249.7281930
29282.0333 8.2627.10 250.52821.90
32632.2660 7.0123.00 251.76826.00
36102.5069 6.0019.70 252.7782930157
Measured Head Data Well G2
Time
(min)(day)
Drawdown
(m)(ft)
Head
(m)(ft)
00.0000 0.000.00 256.64842.00
1330.0924 1.775.80 254.87836.20
2280.1583 2.478.10 254.17833.90
32502257 3.1710.40 253.47831.60
6640.4611 4.051330 252.59828.70
9710.6743 5.9719.60 250.67822.40
12540.8708 63420.80 25030821.20
14050.9757 7.0423.10 249.60818.90
15781.0958 7.9226.00 248.72816.00
17581.2208 8.1126.60 248.53815.40
21331.4813 8.4427.70 248.2081430
27351.8993 102133.50 246.43808.50
28201.9583 93330.60 24731811.40
29402.0417 82627.10 24838814.90
30652.1285 6.6821.90 249.97820.10
341023681 5.7919.00 250.85823.00
Measured Head Data Well K1
Time Drawdown Head
(min)(day) (m)(ft) (m)(ft)
00.0000 0.000.00 252.98830.00
1630.1132 (035)(1.15) 25333831.15
3030.2104 0.180.58 252.81829.42
7150.4965 1.414.62 251.58825.38
10010.6951 1.414.62 2515882538
12090.8396 3.3510.98 249.64819.02
13690.9507 3.5211.56 249.46818.44
15481.0750 3.7012.13 24929817.87
17281.2000 4.4014.44 248.58815.56
21031.4604 5.281733 247.70812.67
26781.8597 6.1620.22 246.82809.78
29682.0611 5.1116.75 247.88813.25
31612.1951 3.8712.71 249.11817.29
34432.3910 3.1710.40 249.81819.60
41882.9083 2.829.24 250.17820.76